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COVER
Although there isn't much time for golf right now, Coach Hootie Ingram
and his son, Cecil, do like to play 18 when a free afternoon can be found.
Possibly the shoe should be on the other foot in our cover picture as far as
instructions are concerned. It is understood that Cecil has already won his
first tournament.
IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENTS
EMERGENCIES: A first aid station is located under Section A on South
side of Stadium. Trained nurses are on hand all during the game. Should a
doctor be needed, ask any usher. Each usher has been informed the seat
location of doctors. Ambulances are located at Gates 2 and 10.
TELEPHONES: Telephones are located at Stadium Ticket Offices at Gates
1, 5, 9, 11 and 13.
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM: The public address system is intended
primarily for the information of spectators concerning the game. Please do
not request the use of the public address system to make social contacts at
the game.
RESTROOMS: Ladies' and Men's restrooms are located beneath the stands
and can be reached by exit from any portal.
LOST & FOUND: If any article is lost or found, please report same to Gate
1 Information Booth.
CONCESSION STANDS: Concession stands are located beneath the stands
and can be reached by exit from any portal. A concession price list is
published on the back page.
EMERGENCY CALLS: Emergency calls are received over the telephone
located in the press box, the number of which is listed with the operator as
Press Box, Clemson Memorial Stadium.
NOTICE: Possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages are prohibited
by Act No. 550 of the General Assembly of South Carolina, 1967, and
rules of the Alcoholic Beverage Control Commission in this stadium and
the surrounding area. By order of: S. C. Alcoholic Beverage Control
Commission.
Hundreds of pictures are taken of each Tiger football game by staff
members of the Clemson Communications Center. This is a sampling of
contact negatives from 35mm film of game action.
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The end-around play, shown here in a Riggs Field game in 1914, is one of the oldest weapons in the arsenal of football strategy. Back then referees (far
left and right) seldom wore uniforms, but linebackers were as alert as they are today.
Clemsons First Great TeamsVividly Remembered
By WRIGHT BRYAN, Class of 1926
(Son of A. B. Bryan, Class of 1898,
a faculty and staff member for
more than 40 years)
My memories of football do not go
back to 1903 when Clemson defeated
Georgia Tech 73—0 but they do include
years when Clemson's first great teams
were vividly remembered by others on
campus.
After that drastic defeat by Clemson,
Tech turned the tables by luring Coach
John Heisman from Clemson to Atlanta.
That was the beginning of golden years at
Grant Field, or Tech Flats as it was then
known. Everyone here was angry with
Heisman for leaving Clemson and with
Tech for taking him away; but the
Heisman coaching career which began
here went on to become a national epic.
In my boyhood all varsity sports were
played on Bowman Field between Till-
man Hall and the highway (then a narrow
dirt road). A few rickety portable bleach-
ers comprised the only seating for specta-
tors. Most fans stood along the sidelines.
The first football team of which I have
clear recollection was the 1914 Tigers
with my campus neighbor Bill Schilletter
as captain. Some of the stars of that team
were "Mutt" Gee, "Cat" Randle,
"Dopey" Major, and "Rummy" Magill.
Captain Bill Schilletter's father was
"Shorty" Schilletter who for years ran
Clemson's food services. Schilletter Hall,
the East Campus cafeteria, is named for
him. A younger son, Claude, was Clemson
basketball captain in 1922.
Riggs Field, back of the Y.M.C.A., was
the next scene of Clemson sports. It was
named for President Walter M. Riggs who
played football at Auburn, came her to
teach engineering, and coached the first
Clemson football team.
I saw Riggs Field christened October
2, 1915 with a 6—6 tie game against
Davidson. W. K. ("Rummy") Magill, who
died this year, was Tiger captain. Clemson
and Davidson now play in different
leagues but then they were traditional
rivals.
Happily for the Tigers, regardless of
other games, they were defeating South
Carolina's Gamecocks regularly in those
years at the State Fairgrounds in
Columbia, where the Clemson Cadet
Corps always encamped throughout Fair
Week.
"Taps," the Clemson annual, records
that "Mule" Littlejohn of the Class of
1916 "won his 'C in his sophomore year
and for three years he has been playing a
wonderful game at tackle." Of course
"Mule" is Colonel Charles E. Littlejohn,
now living at the Clemson House, the
father of the head of Clemson's chemical
engineering department.
One of Clemson's great stars in my
youth was B.C. ("Stumpy") Banks,
captain of the 1918 and 1919 Tigers. (He
shared the 1918 captaincy with "Boo"
Armstrong, a familiar figure now at games
in Memorial Stadium.) "Stumpy" came
back as an assistant coach in 1921 . For an
entire generation of Clemson football he
held the Clemson end of the lineman's
chain at every game, home or road.
Crowds of 40,000 or more are routine
in Memorial Stadium, but they create no
more excitement than did the Home-
coming game of September 30, 1922
when the Praying Colonels of Centre
College from Kentucky to draw an un-
precedented throng of more than 5,000
to Riggs Field.
Centre, starring "Bo" McMillin, had
emerged from obscurity by defeating
Harvard, then a power in the Ivy League
which dominated the national football
picture. Clemson made several trips to
Danville, Kentucky to play the Colonels;
and once, after attracting the largest
football crowd ever assembled in Atlanta,
the Colonels came to Clemson.
Special trains brought fans to Clemson
for the Centre game. Roads then were
either muddy or dusty, and few people
owned automobiles. Policemen from
Seneca, Easley, Anderson, and Greenville
came to direct the crowds. (There was no
state highway patrol.) Churches and other
groups set up lunch stands to feed the
people. There were no restaurants.
"Taps" recorded "Such a crowd was
never before seen on Riggs Field." Clem-
son lost 21—0, but "the spectacular work
of 'Bull' Lightsey, all-southern lineman,
was one of the outstanding features of
the game for Clemson." Emmett Emanuel
was captain of that Clemson team.
The years of the Twenties were lean
ones for the Tigers. State championships,
rather than Bowl games, were prime
objectives. Presbyterian College under
Coach Walter Johnson usually was the
opening game opponent and gave Clem-
son some tough contests. Furman was
usually the Thanksgiving Day opponent
to close each season.
Once - believe it or not - in 1921, I
saw Erskine defeat Clemson on Riggs
Field. That was no disgrace for Clemson.
The Erskine team was led and dominated
by "Dode" Phillips, one of the greatest
backs ever to play in the South. Compe-
tent observers judged that he would have
been All-American had he played on a
stronger team with a major schedule.
Happily, the lean years of the
Twenties only inspired Clemson to give
greater support to football. That led to
the Jess Neely years when the Tigers
once more achieved national fame, the
Frank Howard years of conference cham-
pionships and bigtime Bowl competition,
and the "Hootie" Ingram years of the
present.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Wright Bryan, who graduated from
Clemson in the Class of 1926, grew up on
the Gemson campus, the son of the late
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Bryan. His father was
a member of the Class of 1898 at
Gemson and a faculty and staff member
for more than 40 years. Wright Bryan
became a distinguished journalist, serving
as editor of the Atlanta Journal and the
Geveland Plain Dealer. He later returned
to Gemson where he served the uni-
versity as vice president of development,
a post he has now retired from.
Green Bay Packer-style power sweep moves into high gear in this Clemson game in 1930 when the
Tigers were 8—2 and state champions.
In 1917 the Tigers battled their foes on Riggs Field. Clemson Memorial Stadium "Death Valley"
was not constructed until 1942.
Cone, Mathews, Hendley
And A Kid Called Calvert
By Brent Breed in
Former Clemson SID
When Clemson Coach Frank Howard
referred to his "dream backfield" in
1950, most observers thought of two-
time all-Southerns Fred Cone and Ray
Mathews. They'd led the Tigers to an
11—0—0 record and the Gator Bowl
championship in 1948 as sophomores and
had done almost as well with a break-even
team which averaged 23 points a game in
1949.
What they didn't know, however, was
that scrawny defensive safety and occa-
sional wingback-tailback Jackie "The
Kid" Calvert had worked all spring at
tailback with Mathews, Cone and block-
ing back Dick Hendley. By the time fall
practice was completed, this quartet was
proving so unstoppable that quipster
Howard began referring to his defensive
linemen as a "nightmare."
Clemson's 55—0 opening win against
Presbyterian College was par for the
course and proved little except that
against the likes of Cone, Mathews and
Calvert an undermanned eleven could do
little.
But nationally ranked Missouri was
something else again! As was the case in
1948 and 1949 when an early season
game was against a nationally ranked
eleven — Mississippi State, defeated by
the Tigers 21—7 in '48; Rice, victor over
Clemson 33—7 in '49 — this game on
foreign turf, Columbia, Mo., and would
likely be a make-or-break affair.
The suspence was removed from the
game early. On Clemson's first play from
scrimmage, Calvert broke through right
tackle, cut for the sidelines, and outraced
the startled Missouri secondary on an
81
-yard scoring jaunt. At the 28-second
mark in the game, Clemson was in front
of the 13-point favorite Missourians 7—0.
At halftime, thanks to a 25-yard Calvert
to end Glenn Smith scoring play, Clem-
son was out in front, 14—0.
Touchdown number three (by Cone)
was set up by Calvert's 35-yard rush. And
the Cone-Mathews act of 1948^19 pro-
duced scores number four and five. Final
score: Clemson 34, Missouri 0.
The season was far from over, how-
ever. In fact, following a 14—14 tie with
South Carolina on "Big Thursday," the
Tigers were running smack into Peahead
Walker's undefeated Wake Forest
Deacons, composed virtually of the same
men who had whipped the 1949 Clemson
team, 35-21. When both Mathews and
Cone were removed from the fray with
fractured ribs in the first four minutes of
play, the season did appear ended.
Then a Calvert handoff to reserve
wingback Frank Kennedy was carrying
for 21 yards and a touchdown and a
Calvert romp for 57 yards made the
score, 13-0 Clemson. As Wake Forest
threatened with its strong passing attack
in the closing minutes of play, Calvert
reverted to his defensive safety position
to help save the day: Clemson 13, Wake
Forest 12.
In Boston two weeks later against an
Eagle eleven which had overpowered the
1949 Tigers 40 to 27, Calvert was with-
out the services of Mathews and could
count on Cone for limited duty only. His
four of five pass completions for 97 yards
and two touchdowns paved the way for a
35—14 triumph. And his 97-yard punt
return for a called-back score was the
running gem of the season.
Though one of the nation's top
groundgainers at this point in the season,
Calvert returned to the less productive
wingback position in Mathews' absence to
make way for sophomore Billy Hair at
tailback. It was still a "dream backfield,"
with Clemson's wins over Furman 57—2
and Auburn 41—0 giving them their
second unbeaten record in three years
and a trip to the Orange Bowl.
Calvert was named to the NEA All-
America first team. And Clemson brought
home its second winning trophy in two
bowl outtings following a 15—14 con-
quest of Miami.
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SCRAP GLASS
NEW USE FOR SOME OF TODAY'S GARBAGE
By John Allen/News Editor, University News Bureau
Considering the abuse it takes, it must be among
the most unwanted things in the world.
Americans burn it, bury it, squeeze it into small,
neat bundles and throw it away, and spend millions of
dollars annually on new ways to get rid of this
environmental concern of affluent living.
Apparently no one has any use for garbage, alias
trash, or the more pleasant sounding "in" term, solid
waste. But American ingenuity appears on the verge of
changing this because someone has found there is
some good even in garbage.
The problem, perhaps oversimplified, is how to
separate economically the good from the bad on a
large scale so certain materials can be recycled or
reused. Government testing on new garbage processing
systems hints that the age-old outcast of society is
already in for better treatment.
The potential of one component of processed
garbage — mixed scrap glass — as a useful material in
the brick manufacturing industry has captured the
research interest of Clemson University's Ceramic
Engineering Department for the past three years.
Preliminary results on the feasibility of using
waste glass as a major part of the brick materials
mixture indicate that Americans may literally find a
place in their homes for some of the refuse now being
discarded.
Ceramic engineering students, under the direction
of Dr. Gilbert C. Robinsion, department head, con-
ducted a short-term project for the U. S. Bureau of
Mines, which is looking at brick manufacturing as an
ideal area to dispose of large quantities of waste glass.
Working around the clock in three shifts, the
students fashioned some 2,000 bricks on a manually-
operated press, fired them in a tunnel kiln in Clemson
laboratories for 15 hours at 1,580 degrees F., and
shipped the finished product to the Bureau of Mines
experiment station at Tuscaloosa, Ala., for a variety of
tests.
The Bureau of Mines supplied all raw materials
for the project — 7,000 pounds of an impure scrap
glass mixture obtained from the incineration of gar-
bage, and 3,000 pounds of clay. The Bureau specified
that the bricks be made of 70 per cent glass and 30
per cent clay.
Robinson says the glass brick project is part of a
larger comprehensive study by the Bureau of Mines
and others to find new solutions to the nation's
growing solid waste problem. The Bureau is experi-
menting with a garbage disposal system in which
mixed garbage can be separated into useful, individual
components, including waste glass which would not be
desirable for reuse in making glass containers.
"We believe that scrap glass can be developed
into a valuable raw material for the brick industry,"
says Robinson, "But whether glass brick will be
competitive in costs with present brick is not known
because studies on the cost of preparing scrap glass are
incomplete."
He says part of the final cost will depend on the
proximity of the brick manufacturing plant to the
glass source. This cost uncertainty has led Clemson
researchers to pursue an alternate approach to using
glass in brick making.
Robinson says Clemson's Ceramic Engineering
Department wants to determine how little glass can be
used, rather than how much. A small quantity such as
two or five per cent may give brick manufacturers the
MAKING AND BAKING - Lamar Campbell, Jr. of Anderson,
presses individual bricks in a project for the U. S. Bureau of
Mines.
Campbell checks his handiwork as the bricks begin a 15-hour
journey through the tunnel kiln fo r firing.
necessary incentive to use scrap glass, he says.
Clemson research has shown that addition of a
small amount of powdered glass to the mixture
actually improves properties of natural raw materials
used in brick making.
Many natural clays contain glass-forming consti-
tuents which are an important link in the manufactur-
ing process. During firing, these particles form a glassy
liquid which is mainly responsible for sealing and
reducing the size of the brick's pores, as well as
determining its strength, coloration, and other valuable
properties.
Other naturally occurring clays, however, are
deficient in these glass formers and the manufacturer
must make adjustments in the raw materials to get a
product which meets desired specifications.
"Addition of a small percentage of powdered
scrap glass to deficient natural materials could solve a
real problem for manufacturers in production of
certain types of brick," says Robinson, "by improving
properties of the brick and reducing manufacturing
costs."
With only a two per cent addition, bricks can be
fired at lower furnace temperatures or product
strength can be increased at present firing tempera-
tures, he says. Also, various color shades can be
obtained by altering the quantity of glass in a mixture.
Whether or not reclaimed glass will be a panacea
for the industry must be decided by further research.
And Robinson says Clemson has plans for a detailed,
in-depth study to refine present knowledge and answer
many other basic questions or utilization of scrap glass
in bricks.
acc Comments: Why I Enjoy Playing Football
RANDY COX
EDDIE SEIGLER
STEVE JONES
RANDY COX, Wake Forest Linebacker: Football has
come to mean a great deal to me in my years at
Wake Forest. I feel it has helped me in many ways
in dealing with different people both individually
and as a member of a team. I believe playing
football can be parallelled to learning more about
life. This correlation is derived from such in-
tangible facets of the game as learning discipline,
taking pride in what you do and who you asso-
ciate with, and learning to accept losing and
savor victory. I really enjoy the association with
the players and coaches at Wake Forest and feel
I have learned a great deal that will help me later
in life. These friendships have stressed to me the
importance of football.
EDDIE SEIGLER, Clemson Kicking Specialist:
Above all the pagentry and glory that goes
with being a college football player, I've
found that the enjoyment I get from the game
of football comes from my association with
teammates who share the same desire to win
as I do. With a dedicated team, the challenge
of the 11 big Saturdays can be met head-on.
With victory comes a feeling of pride and
accomplishment unequaled in everyday life.
Also, the influence I have on young people
as a player is greater than what I would have
otherwise. I enjoy every opportunity I have
to influence the young people of today in a
way that might help them lead a more satis-
fying and productive life. Football has opened
the door of success for me. I can apply what
I have learned in football, both on and off the
field, in whatever I might undertake in the
future.
STEVE JONES, Duke Offensive Back: There are
many and varied aspects of football that I enjoy
—
running the ball, passing, catching, tackling,
blocking and kicking. All these must be mastered
for an athlete to become a complete football
player. Even more important to me than being a
complete football player is to be a part of a
complete team. A complete team to me is one
where 22 players are working together, blending
their individual talents, to produce what must be
the ultimate goal of all, team victory. Thus, the
greatest pleasure I derive from the game is the
feeling of achievement and sense of pride I
experience when I walk off the field knowing that
I have contributed one small part to a team vic-
tory. This is when the aches and pains from the
conflict disappear and I'm glad I chose f o : t b a 1
1
for the continuation of my athletic career.
TIM BRANNAN, Maryland Guard: Football is
not easy. It takes a special kind of person to
play the game, one who is willing to dedicate
not part, but all of his time to a sport which
at times seems to be pure drudgery. Not
everyone can do this. Football is a great
preparation for the game of life. It teaches
a person the necessary qualities of discipline,
patience, self-control, persistence and above
all hard work. All are needed if one wishes to
excel. No one has ever made himself a leader
in football or in life without doing a great
deal of hard work or without making certain
sacrifices. All life is a contest. The 'game' is
vigorous, at times difficult, but always ex-
hilarating to those who put spirit and de-
termination into it. And like football, it does
reward everyone in proportion to his efforts.
TIM KIRKPATRICK, North Carolina Fullback: It
would be difficult for me to explain why I enjoy
football in just a few words. There are many
reasons. For instance, I get a great deal of
satisfaction just out of the competition. I'm not
a very big person and it's a personal challenge
for me to compete against the bigger players. I
get a special feeling of accomplishment when I
block someone larger than me. I really believe
football has helped me in my outside life as well.
Life is a lot like football with its ups and downs
and I think the game has helped me make needed
adjustments as I have grown older and matured.
There are other benefits, too. I've gotten a special
feeling of belonging by just being a member of a
team and I'm sure the friendships I've made in
football will carry over through the rest of my
life.
GEORGE BELL, N. C. State Defensive Tackle: I
like to play football for the challenge, to-
getherness and satisfaction it gives me. There
is something about physical contact that is
hard to describe. When I beat a blocker and
get to the quarterback on a big play, I feel
about as tall as the Empire State Building.
There is never a moment on the field that
isn't challenging. Every practice is a chal-
lenge, but the biggest challenge of all comes
on Saturday afternoon. Also, I don't believe
that there can be any more closely-knit group
than football players and their coaches who
are working together. Satisfaction also plays
a big part in my desire to play football. It's
very satisfying to see who is the best man
in a nose-to-nose gridiron battle. Of course,
my greatest satisfaction comes from winning.
TOM KENNEDY, Virginia Guard: The better portion
of my life has resolved around football. It is a
fact that I have not regretted. I have enjoyed
football an^ especially the people associated with
the game, football has meant a lot to me. It has
given me the opportunity to compete with and
against coaches and other fine athletes. It has
established relationships which will be long stand
ing. Football has also taught me the values of
teamwork and self-discipline. In addition to these,
football has given me something a bit more
tangible. The game has enabled me to acquire a
quality enducation that I would probably not have
had the opportunity to enjoy. To me, this perhaps
is its greatest asset.
TIM BRANNAN TIM KIRKPATRICK GEORGE BELL TOM KENNEDY
Welcome To Clemson University
Welcome to an afternoon of Tiger football at
Clemson University's Memorial Stadium. We are delight-
ed to have you visit the campus. The famous Clemson
spirit is not confined to the gridiron, and we hope you'll
have the time while you are here to see and learn and
share our excitement about some of the activities in
progress at Clemson today.
Look around you, beyond the confines of the
stadium, at the visible signs of a University on the move.
To the west — just across from Littlejohn Coliseum — is
the fast-rising Frank Johnstone Jervey Athletic Center, a
90,000 square-feet facility included in the total Univer-
sity Union and Activities Program.
To the northeast is an old campus symbol, Fike
Field House, now undergoing complete remodeling and
expansion as another part of Clemson's multimillion-
dollar construction program for University Union and
Activities Facilities. The new Fike Recreation Center is
destined to become the cornerstone of a strong physical-
recreation program for the entire University family.
Another source of special pride is our new Alumni
Center, fronting the Clemson House. It provides a
comfortable "home on the campus" for visiting alumni
and adequate office space for an expanding alumni
program. The Alumni Center was made possible through
special gifts from our alumni.
Not as visible, but even more vital to Clemson
progress, is the uncompromising dedication and hard
work here to help solve some of man's most pressing
problems.
Clemson scientists are seeking practical solutions to
the puzzles of environmental pollution; to the develop-
ment of improved methods of production, harvesting,
processing, marketing and distribution of agricultural
commodities. Clemson people are working to improve
medical and health-care systems and delivery services,
grappling with complex urban problems, developing
education programs that prepare today's students for
life and tomorrow's world, and providing the expert
training and manpower so necessary for the modern
business and industrial concerns.
In each endeavor, one idea remains constant: The
work at Clemson University touches people's lives; it
matters.
It's a time of fulfillment in the University's life, an
exciting time, and we've glad to have you share it with
us during your visit this weekend. I hope you get to
know Clemson. It's quite an education.
Robert C. Edwards
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IPTAY-
Special Recognition
The Clemson IPTAY Club received over a half million dollars Clemson has set an outstanding example for other educational
in contributions in the year just closed, marking the first time an institutions throughout the nation with its IPTAY program. It is
excess of $500,000 had been realized. But this was the sixth probably the finest collegiate booster club in America today,
straight year that contributions had exceeded the previous year. Clemson athletics would be no where near the high plateau it
Several thousand former Clemson student-athletes, as well as maintains today without these individuals and firms who believe
several hundred currently enrolled at the university, depend intheClemsonprogramandcontributetoitssuccesseachyear.lt
solely on contributions from individuals and firms for their is wit h pleasure, and with their permission, that we pay tribute to
education. Every penny received by IPTAY since its beginning in those so vitally interested in the Clemson athletic program.
1934 has been used for athletic scholarships only.
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Charleston, S. C.
Jtwi Red Lobster Restaurant H
9
W. G. DrsChimps Ji Ut9m
Florence, S C. W^Fjjl GreCiwilg^3tf Bishupville, S. ft ^dk^M
Huh day Inn of Clerr
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^^tU-ttft W iwille, S. Wf ^MH^V WiopVil C.jM WkWr Thermo-Kinetics, Inc. M t^F Mr. & Mrs. E. Oswald Lfghtsey fM
^ Wk J E Chambers, Pres. ^ M Hampton, SC. ^ m
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$500 GOLD CARD
ABBEVILLE COUNTY
C. L. Huggins
Donalds
ANDERSON COUNTY
Anderson
R. Doug Cromer
WOMETCO Vending & Food Service
The First National Bank of S.C.
T. Barney Smith
BAMBERG COUNTY
Denmark Family Practice Clinic, P. A.
Denmark
BARNWELL COUNTY
Norman M. Smith, II
Williston
CLARENDON COUNTY
J. W. Green Co., Inc.
Turbeville
DARLINGTON COUNTY
Dr. G. J. Lawhon, Jr.
Hartsville
Dr. M. B. Nickles, Jr.
Hartsville
FAIRFIELD COUNTY
J. K. Coleman
Winnsboro
Fairfield Wood Corporation
c/o J. B. Frazier, III
& J. B. Frazier, IV
Winnsboro
FLORENCE COUNTY
William C. Dailey
Florence
W. 0. (Billy) Powers
Florence
James W. King (IR)
Johnsonville
GEORGETOWN CO
Yank Barrinea
Andrews
A. H. Lach
Pawleys Isl
GREEN VIL
Greenville
T. L. Ayers
William M. Ca
Dr. William Evins
J. Deane Harris
James F. Harri
Wesley V. Harrj^H
Dr. Roland M.
Dr. Ted J. Roper
James B. Stephens
"
Or. Edwin L. Stroud
GREENWOOD COUNTY
Greenwood
G. & P. Trucking Co., Inc.
A. M. Tuck, Inc. 1
A. M. Tuck, Inc. 2
HAMPTON COUNTY
Mr. & Mrs. W. H. Mauldin
Hampton
HORRY COUNTY
J Luonard Humpl
Myrtle Beach
SPER COUNTY
eldon E. Wall
idgeland
ERSHAWCO
Lachicotte
LAURENS COUNT
W. McAlister
Laurens
LEXINGTON COUNTY
Raymond S. Caugh
The Lexington Sta
Lexington
Jack E. Nettles
West Columbia
MARION COUNTY
George Graham Po
Mullins
rs. Ruby B. Pool
Mullins
ORANGEBURG COUNTY
D. A. Kennerly
Orangeburg
PICKENS COUNTY
Coach Frank J. Howard
Clemson
m C. Lynch, Jr.
Clemson
James \L Patterson
Patterson. Inc.
Pollard
mson Dairy Queen
mson
Dr^Mfl^ffajchford
lemson
Gil Rushton
Easley Hfc,
RICHLAND COUNTY
Columbia
JPOaltiwanger
lational Bank of S.C.
[ Dempsey Hammond
S. C. McMeekin
S. C. Electric & Gas Company
Jeff Hunt Machinery Company
SPARTANBURG COUNTY
Spartanburg
James A. Chapman, Jr.
Marshall Chapman
David G. Dennis
J. B. Garvan
P. Garvan, Inc.
Mr. & Mrs. Lachland L. Hyatt
Phil Prince
Norman Frederick Pulliam
SUMTER COUNTY
Sumter
W. T. Fort, Jr.
J. T. (Jesse) James, Jr.
Sumter Casket Company
J. T. (Bubba) James, III
Sumter Casket Company
WILLIAMSBURG COUNTY
John G. Wellman
Nesmith
OUT OF STATE
W. D. Clark
Darien, Conn.
J. G. Moxon
Ocala, Fla
Atlantic Chemical Corporation
George Clendon
Greensboro, N. C.
G. L. Goodson
Lincolnton, N. C.
J. Garner Bagnal
Statesville, N. C.
John William Holcomb
McLean, Virginia
i k&mad fan W.
In the Finest
American
Tradition m
mm&mmmmmrmw
*** is m
From colonial days to the present,
brick has been a favorite building ma-
terial in America. Brick has contributed
to the beauty and permanence of many
of the nation's public buildings, historic
shrines and lovely homes.
For 53 years, Richtex brick have
been used in some of the outstanding
buildings and homes in Eastern America. Richtex brick are
specified by owners and architects because of their fine
Richtex
Brick
texture, color and enduring quality.
Richtex is South Carolina's largest
brick maker. Richtex offers styles to
suit any design . . . from colonial to
modern ... for buildings, homes,
walls, patios or anywhere brick are
used.
For information call or write: Richtex
Corporation, 2000 Taylor Street, Columbia, S. C. 29203.
Phone (803) 252-3661.
ENGINEERING
INSTALLATION
SERVICE
ELECTRICAL
CONSTRUCTORS INC.
429 N. MAIN ST.
TEL (803) 242-6870
GREENVILLE, S. C.
29602
$250 GOLD CARD
ABBEVILLE COUNTY
Charles B. Murphy
Abbeville
AIKEN COUNTY
Elbert Hines Hamilton
Aiken
John T. Gibbs, Jr.
North Augusta
ANDERSON COUNTY
Anderson
Dr. Robert B. Belk
Nathan W. Childs
Ben K. Chreitzberg
William R. Coleman
R. Carol Cook
Dr. Claude Dixon
Tom W. Dunaway, Jr.
Wholesale Elec. Sup. Co., Inc.
Dr. Robert E. Jones, Jr.
Dr. Donald C. Roberts
Randolph McClure
Piedmont Electric Wholesale Co.
P. C. Osteen, Jr. <
Tag & Label Corporation
Dr. T. F. Stanfield
CHESTER COUNTY
James W. Bankhead
Blackstock
Dr. Halsted M. Stone
Chester
Fred A. Triplett, Jr.
Chester
W. C. Childers
Great Falls
W. E. Lindsay
Great Falls
John W. Wood, Jr.
Great Falls
CHESTERFIELD COUNTY
E. A. Mullen
Becker Co. Sand & Gravel Co.
Cheraw
Bryce Plumbing Company, Inc.
Memorial to Mr. G. Wilson Bryce
Florence
L. Chappell Jones
Florence
James R. Lingle
Florence
Julian H. Price
Florence
L. M. Coleman, Jr.
Lake City
F. A. Douglass, Jr.
Lake City
Dr. J. P. Truluck, ixA
Lake City
Dr. Willia
Pamphco
CLARENDON COUNTY
Dr. Robert E. Jackson
Manning
DARLINGTON C
Dr. Hubert C. Baker
Darlington
rru Jr.
ITOWN COUNTY
K
Pete J. Stathakis
Jim Stathakis
Chris Suber
Welborn Tire Service, Inc.
c/o W. Gerald Welborn
Dr. Tony McAlister
Belton
BAMBERG COUNTY
Claude McCain
Denmark
CALHOUN COUNTY
S. H. Houck
General Farm Products & Dairy
Cameron
Lawrence M. Gressette, Jr.
St. Matthews
CHARLESTON COUNTY
Charleston
0. R. Lever
Charles F. McCrary
A. B. Schirmer, Jr.
Salvador V. Sottile
Isle Of Palms
CHEROKEE COUNTY
Dr. T. A. Campbell
Blacksburg
R. S. Campbell, Jr.
Gaffney
Lawrence E. Childers
Southern Loom Reed Mfg. Co.
Gaffney
Wylie Hamrick
Gaffney
Edward B. Crawford
Hartsville
Harris Hicks
Hartsville
r. William P. Ken
rtsville
GEORGETO
Mr. & Mrs. Glenn A. Ci
Andrews
George R. Grant
Andrews
H. E. Hemingway
Andrews
Julian A. Reynolds
ews
GREENVILLE COUNTY
Greenville ^
W. R. A£dttBH
INTEX Products, In
George M. Plyler
C. Evans Putman
Calvin G. Ridgeway
J. D. Rudder
Dr. Robert S. Small
Sunshine Cleaners and Laundry
Fred M. Thompson
J. P. Thompson, Jr.
Threatt-Maxwell Const. Co.
J. Harold Townes, Jr.
Clarence R. Turner, Jr.
Vissage Auto Paris
Clyde H.White
C. Douglas Wilson
George Crosstend%
G reer
^^J^^^^^
; G. Hayes ft
Ralph W. Blakely Bf
Piedmont .
John A. Davenport
Piedmont VjV
J. Ronald Black
Taylors
Alonzo M. Debruhl
Premier Builders
Harry M.
Hartsvml
McDonald
Dwight F. Allen
Astro III Theatre
DILLON COUNTY
Laurens W. Floyd
Dillon, S. C.
Dr James 0. Warren
Dillon
David W. Balentine
Lewie L. Bates, Jr.
AARO Rents, Inc.
Texize Consumer Division
Ralph Bell
Charles A. Bryan, Jr.
Thomas W. CarterEDGEFIELD COUNTY
Mr & Mrs. Robert H. Herlong J- M. Clary
George G. Cope
Henry Elrod
Johnstorf^H
L. D. Holme*;
Johnston
Taylors
k * w!joe Hensja
Taylors
GREENWOOD COUNTY
Greenwood
Clarence L. Beaudrot
Coy Jefferson Gray
John B. Harris, Jr.
Nevit Y. Johnson
F. Scott
K. Seal
HAMPfON COUNTY
Lawton Oil Company, Inc
Diversified Industries, In"
Trenton
L. F. Holmes
Trenton
FAIRFIELD COUNTY
John J. Hood, Jr.
Ridgeway
Edward M. Crawford
Winnsboro
W. M. Estes, Jr.
Winnsboro
William H. Wylie
Winnsboro
FLORENCE COUNTY
J. Wesley Frick
Coward
u
illi2
Machinery Hamj
Raleigh J. Farr
Confederate Texti'e
Tfflyia^ M. Floyd, Jr.l^^
Jamile J. Francis
J. M. Gilfillin
Joel W. Gray, III
Bruce Gibson
Gibson Swimming Pool Company
Dr. Floyd F. Griffin, Jr.
Caldwell Harper
Frank Hinnant
C. W. Hinton
Harold R. Hoke
Walter M. Hooks
Willie R. Hudson
Tires, Incorporated
C. B. Martin
am F. Speights
pton
W. Norris Lightsey
Varnville
HORRY COUNTY
Thurmon W. McLamb
Little River
Jimmy Benton
Myrtle Beach
George J. Bishop, III
Myrtle Beach
John H. Holcombe
Myrtle Beach
Harold Riddle
Myrtle Beach
KERSHAW COUNTY
Joseph C. Jackson
Camden
Small & Hagins, Inc.
Kershaw
LANCASTER COUNTY
George W. Phillips
Lancaster
LAURENS COUNTY
Memorial to James E. Gambrell
Laurens
LEE COUNTY
Don R. McDaniel, Sr.
Bishopville
LEXINGTON COUNTY
A. D. Amick
Batesburg
Woodrow H. Taylor
Batesburg
Warren Craig Jumper
West Columbia
MARION COUNTY
Marion
Exkridge & Long Const. Corp.
Duncan D. Mclntyre
William F. Thompson
Gerald C. Wallace, Jr.
,Fr^nk T. West
as M. West
'm "Billy" S. Delk
^^ls
NEWBERRY COUNTY
k W. Mayer
ewberry
ORANGEBURG COUNTY
H. D. Folk
Holly Hill
J. Aft; Russell, Jr.
Holly Hill
F. Reeves Gressette, Jr.
Gressette Pest Control Company
Orangeburg
Henry Tecklenburg, Jr.
Orangeburg
Dr. L. P. Varn
Orangeburg
Orangeburg Redi-Mix Concrete, Inc.
Orangeburg
Laurie Edward Bennett
Springfield
PICKENS COUNTY
Mr. & Mrs. George U. Bennett
Clemson
E. E. Clayton
Clemson
Dr. William E. Dukes
Clemson
Member of Class of 1943
Clemson
C. V. Marchbanks, Jr.
Clemson
Dr. & Mrs. Sam L. Moore
Clemson
Col. Richard C. Robbins
Clemson
Or. C. S. Boland
Easley
Roddey E. Gettys, III
Easley
W. Jack Ragsdale
The Easley Progress
Easley
W. E. Vaughan
Liberty
RICHLAND COUNTY
Columbia
Mr. & Mrs. D. W. Baxter
Charles W. Cooper
J. Lewis Cromer
Mrs. W. A. Dial
Dr. Larry F rick
C. V. Godwin
David G. Jeter
Frank J. McGee
James P. McKeown, III
George G. Matthews, Jr.
George G. Matthews, Sr.
W. Leitzsey Monts, Sr.
Patrick Construction Co., Inc.
Frank W. Smith
Thackston Osborne Supply Co.
Clyde C. Thompson
Or. John H. Timmerman
John H. Timmerman, Jr.
William Silas Turbeville, Jr.
Carolina Ceramics, Inc.
SPARTANBURG COUNTY
Raymond C. Owings
The Monterray Corp.
Cowpens
W. Frank Dur
Fairforest
W C Alexander
SparAburg
David W. Cecil
Spartanburg
Robert H. Cureton
Spartanburg
w. p. dS^ST
Spartanburg
R. A. EaMardt
Spar taaburg
Dr Paul Holcomb
Spartanburg
Beniamin 0. Johnson
Spartanbur^H
H. B. Risher*
Spartanburg
J. Clyde Simmons
Spartanburg
Nathan Sims
Spartanburg
Billy G. Watson
J. Frank Blakely Company
Spartanburg
54
SUMTER COUNTY
Sumter
Charlie R. Boyle, Jr.
William B. Boyle
DemosAajies^ McCreight & Riley
A.J.Gaughf
Dr. Wyman L. V ins
Charles A. Seg;;
Robert L. Wild i
The National b uk of South Carolina
Dr. Barney Wi iiams, Jr.
SBURG COUNTY
Bubher^roow \
Hemingway
F. E. Huggins, Ji
D. I.Wilson, III
Hemingway
Fred Guerry
Kinstree
>rris •>*
i/ ni Couth r^ o m . PJ
OUT OF STATE
John R. Hines
Orlando, Florida
John T. Mundy
Atlanta, Georgia
John R. Smith
Atlanta, Georgia
John K. Temple, III
tlanta, Georgia
ubert Cheek, Jr.
owersville, Georgia
Mr. Robert B. Ehlen
Federal Cartridge Corporation
Anoka, Minn.
Bostic, Jr.
on, D. C.
Maxie C Collins, III
Bannn Elk, N C
YORK COUNT
James B. Elliott
Fort Mill
C. Weldon Bi
Rock Hill
Marshall E. W.
KoW Hill
John K. Benfield, Jr.
York
William Frampton Harper
York
Billy T. Coward
Landis, N. C.
Charles Jeter Glenn
Lexington, N. C.
Dr. T. G. Westmoreland
Shelby, N. C.
Dr. James Sam Seastrunk
Shelby, N. C.
Dr. C. R. Swearingen, Jr.
Smithfield, N. C.
G. H. Greene
Johnstown, Pa.
P. V. Guyton
Stockholm, Sweden
Dale G. Vandervoort
New York, New York
Charles N. Wyatt, Jr.
Charlotte, N. C.
Henry F. Greene
Durham, N. C.
John F. Cassidy
Franklinton, N. C.
William S. Armstrong
Greensboro, N. C.
Charles G. Perry
Kannapolis, N. C.
George R. West
Kings Mountain, N. C.
We also express our tribute to those
IPTAY members, in the above
mentioned categories, who prefer
to have their names omitted.
Interest Paid or Compounded
QUARTERLY
Tigerei+es Sissi Covington, Reggie Williams, Linda Stoddard, Pat Davis, Susan Williams, Jayne Vaughan, Sandra Stoddard and Brenda Burley.
BILL McLELLAN
DIRECTOR of ATHLETICS
Twenty-two years ago Bill McLellan walked on the
Clemson campus for the first time. And ever since his initial
visit he has worked hard each year to improve the state
institution.
A native of Hamer, S.C., McLellan earned two letters for
the Tigers in football under former coach Frank Howard
and was a member of Clemson 's 1952 Gator Bowl team.
He received his BS in agronomy from Clemson in 1954
and was then awarded a graduate research assistantship
while working on his MS degree in agricultural economics
which he received in 1956.
McLellan joined the athletic staff May 1. 1958, and the
personnel office listed him as the assistant business manag-
er.
But the hard working McLellan literally became a jack of
all trades. He handled the ticket sales, saw that the grass
was cut, purchased the athletic equipment and then when
the normal working day was over for most of the university staff, he was on the football field - serving as an assistant to
Howard.
During those days of the intricate substitution, McLellan was the sideline bookkeeper for Howard.
He was appointed assistant athletic director in 1966 and was named director of athletics Feb. 4, 1971.
Only the third man to hold the title of athletic director over the past 41 years, McLellan immediately set his goals on a
sound program and one that would make Clemson students, faculty, alumni, IPTAY and friends of the school proud.
"We have a great student body, ' the dedicated McLellan remarked. "And we are most fortunate to have a fine group of
fans who support the Tigers.
"One of our goals is to make improvements within the department, but we are also making equal improvements for our
student body as well."
Work is well underway on the renovation of Fike Recreation Center which will provide space for all of the most
popular indoor sports and physical training activities. Among these will be a Natatorium which includes a standard
AAU-size swimming pool and diving tank.
And when the Tigers take the field Sept. 9th against The Citadel, fans will sit on new aluminum seats which were
installed this past summer.
The Jer ey Athletic Center, which will house administrative offices, coaches' offices, dressing rooms and ticket office, is
expected to be completed within the next 15 months while the new nine-lane track is over 75 per cent complete.
Those are just some of the things that Bill McLellan is doing for Clemson which will give the Tigers a physical athletic
plant that will be second to none.
And Bill McLellan will continue working. He will work to put Clemson athletics at the top. He's that kind of person.
McLellan is married to the former Ann Rogers of Fork, S.C. They have four children, two daughters -- Suzy and Arch
Anna - and two sons - Bill and Cliff.
THE COACH
He's an organizer and a leader. And most of all he's a
dedicated and determined young man.
That's a good description of Hootie Ingram, entering his
third season as head coach at Clemson.
His goal is a simple one. To rebuild the Tigers, a team
that used to run roughshod over the other members of the
Atlantic Coast Conference, into the power they once were.
When Ingram was named as successor to Frank Howard,
a man who became a legend in his own time during his
30-year head coaching reign at Clemson, he began to
assemble coaches from all directions of the country.
With his staff, he blended them together with his squad
and introduced a system that was new to all concerned.
In his initial campaign, Ingram's Tigers scrapped and
toiled through a rugged 1 1-game schedule.
Although Clemson managed to record just three wins in
1970, the Tigers fought courageously in each outing, with
three of their losses coming at the hands of teams who
landed berths in a post-season bowl.
HOOTIE INGRAM
After a shaky start a year ago, both the Tig offense and
defense came alive and Clemson finished with a 5-6 mark, which included a 3-0 win over previously undefeated and
nationally-ranked Duke and a 17-7 victory over arch- rival South Carolina. In addition, the Tigs finished second in the
ACC.
And four of the setbacks in Ingram's second year at the helm came against teams who were invited to participate in a
post-season contest.
So things are definitely on the up-swing at Clemson. And Ingram won't be satisfied with just victories over certain
opponents or just an ACC title. His sights are much higher.
And to people who know Hootie Ingram, all realize he is a sincere individual. Football is his game and a top-notch
program is his trademark.
Following graduation from the University of Alabama in 1955, Ingram, a Tuscaloosa native who was an
All-Southeastern Conference defensive back for the Crimson Tide, received his MA in school administration from 'Bama.
His coaching career began in the prep ranks as Ingram served as head mentor at Bradenton, Fla., High for one year and
at Tuscaloosa County High for three years.
Ingram then served as an assistant at Wake Forest one year and at Virginia Tech for three seasons.
In the next three years as an assistant at Georgia, the Bulldogs made two bowl appearances as did Arkansas in his final
three seasons as an assistant under Frank Broyles.
Hootie Ingram has compiled a lot of football knowledge over the years. Beginning with the years at Bama when he led
the nation in interceptions (10) and in yards returned (163) as a defensive back and his two bowl appearances with the
Crimson Tide, through his assistantships under such men as Broyles and Vince Dooley; and all the way to his present stop
in the small town located in the northwestern part of the State of South Carolina.
He's making things happen at Clemson. Because Hootie Ingram is that type of guy.
Ingram is married to the former Toni Snider of Tuscaloosa, who also holds graduate and undergraduate degrees from
Alabama. They are the parents of three children -- two daughters, Robin (16) and Lane (9) - and one son, Cecil, III, (13).
you re a/ways
a winner at
meyersoarnold
Two fine stores to serve
the piedmont area...
McALISTER SQUARE ANDERSON MALL
GREENVILLE. S. C. ANDERSON, S. C.
TOM BASS, Defensive Line Coach
One of the "old heads," Tom Bass has served under two head coaches at Clemson --
first Frank Howard and now under Hootie Ingram.
Now in his sixth year with the Tigers, Bass came to Clemson from Tennessee where
he was an assistant for the Volunteers for one season.
The Mooresville, N.C., native starred in both baseball and football at Maryville
College and earned his BA in biology in 1960.
Bass served as assistant coach at Sevier County High School in Sevierville, Tenn.,
one year before being elevated to head coach, a position he held for the next four
seasons, compiling a 35-7-2 record and being named East Tennessee "Coach-of-the-
Year" in 1964.
Bass served as head freshman coach at Clemson his first three seasons before being
named defensive line coach.
He is married to the former Susan Price of Knoxville, Tenn., and they have three
children, Thomas Steven, 6; Laura Jane, 4; and John McAndrew, 2.
LARRY BECKISH, Head Jayvee Coach
Although he's the most recent addition to the staff, Larry Beckish is not a
newcomer to Clemson. He was a Tiger assistant for three years, two under Frank
Howard and one in Hootie Ingram's initial year.
Beckish, who served as a varsity assistant and worked with the receivers, left
Clemson following the 1970 campaign and accepted a similar position on Fran Curci's
staff at the University of Miami, Fla.
A native of Haledon, N.J., Beckish received his BA degree in education from
Wichita State in 1963, where he earned three letters in football. The personable
Beckish captained the '63 squad and was also named to the All-Missouri Valley
Conference team as an end.
Following graduation from WSU, he remained at his alma mater the next two years
then served as offensive line coach at Tampa for two seasons.
Beckish is married to the former Alice Morley of Wichita, Kan., and they are the
parents of two children, Michael, age 7; and Chris, age 2.
JOE BURSON, Defensive End Coach
A real fireball, Joe Burson was hired by his old coach, Hootie Ingram, when the
latter accepted the head position at Clemson.
Burson was a top-notch defensive back at the University of Georgia, where he
graduated with a BS in industrial arts in 1966. Following graduation, Burson was
drafted by the Washington Redskins but had to forego a professional career due to an
old college injury.
A native of Newnan, Ga., Burson coached at Griffin, Ga., High School for two
years before coming to Clemson.
In his initial season with the Tigers, he served as head defensive coach for the
freshman unit and was elevated to the varsity staff the following year, 1971, and
placed in charge of the defensive ends.
Burson is one of the two unmarried members on the staff.
WHITEY JORDAN, Offensive End Coach
The only home Whitey Jordan has known in the past 17 years is Clemson. He came
to Clemson upon graduation from Florence High School, starred for the Tigers on the
gridiron four seasons, and has been here ever since.
Jordan was a starting end on Clemson's 1957 Orange Bowl team and also traveled
the bowi route as an assistant coach in the 1959 Sugar and the '59 Bluebonnet Bowls.
Following graduation from Clemson, Jordan served as an assistant freshman coach
four seasons and was named head freshman coach in 1964.
After the five-year term with the Cubs, Jordan was named offensive end coach in
1965 and was the head offensive coach for Frank Howard in 1968 and 1969.
Jordan served as offensive line coach in Hootie Ingram's first year at the helm and
was moved back to his spot as offensive end coach prior to last fall.
Jordan is married to the former Kappy Stewart of Florence and they are the
parents of four children, Kim, 16; Karol, 14; Stewart, 13; and Jo Kyle, 10.
JIMMYE LAYCOCK, Assistant Jayvee Coach
One of the friendliest individuals on campus, Jimmye Laycock enters his second
season as an assistant on Hootie Ingram's staff.
A native of Hamilton, Va., Laycock lettered in football, basketball, baseball and
golf at Loudoun Valley High School and upon graduation in 1966 he entered William
& Mary.
Laycock played both defensive back and quarterback for the Indians and then
received his AB in physical education in 1970.
Following graduation he served as the offensive coordinator at Newport News High
School for one season.
Laycock, who will complete his requirements for a Masters in Education at
Clemson this fall, worked with the freshman linebackers a year ago and will continue
with those duties in addition to helping in scouting and recruiting.
He was married to the former Ginnie Klemkowski of Baltimore, Md., this past June,
and they serve as dorm counselors in Mauldin Hall, which houses the Tiger athletes.
GEORGE Mac I NTY RE, Defensive Backfield Coach
One of the most alert coaches in the game, George Maclntyre came to Clemson
from the University of Tampa.
Mac played both quarterback and defensive back at the University of Miami, Fla.,
in his undergraduate days, completing his BS in physical education in 1961.
He entered the coaching field at Jacksonville's Terry Parker High School, serving as
defensive coach one season and as offensive backfield coach one year.
But his talents were soon discovered by his colleagues at Miami, and Mac returned
to his alma mater, where he served four years as head freshman coach and head
recruiter.
Mac then went to Tampa for two years as defensive backfield coach, a position he
now holds at Clemson. And it's his group in the Tiger secondary that is one of the
most solid units in the entire area.
A native of St. Petersburg, Fla., Maclntyre is married to the former Betty Harvey
of Jacksonville. They have two sons, Michael, 7; and Matt, 3.
TOM MOORE, Defensive Jayvee Coach
Only in his second season at Clemson, Tom Moore joined Hootie Ingram's staff last
summer.
A native of Dayton, Ohio, Moore played with New York Jet quarterback Joe
Namath at Beaver Falls, Pa., High School.
Upon graduation from high school, Moore entered The Citadel where he lettered
three years in football as a halfback and wide receiver. He was named All-Southern
Conference and team captain his senior year.
After receiving his BS in political science from The Citadel in 1967, Moore served
as a graduate assistant one year at his alma mater.
The young coach then went west, serving as offensive co-ordinator at Aurora
Central High School in Aurora, Colo., one year; head freshman coach at Wichita State
in 1968 and wide receiver coach at WSU in 1969-1970.
Moore is married to the former Joyce Stewart of Clemson and they have one
son, Rhett, 2.
GORDON NORWOOD, Offensive Jayvee Coach
Another ex-player for head coach Hootie Ingram, Gordon Norwood joined the
staff at Clemson following Ingram's appointment.
Born in Little Rock, Ark., Norwood attended the University of Arkansas and
received his BS in physical education in 1970.
He earned two letters as a quarterback at Arkansas and was a member of the
Razorbacks 1968 Sugar Bowl championship team. A fine collegiate athlete, Norwood
also participated in freshman basketball and varsity track at U of A and lettered one
year in golf.
Prior to joining the staff at Clemson, Norwood served as a graduate assistant on
Frank Broyles' staff at Arkansas.
Norwood, who is single, has been working with the freshmen since coming to
Gemson.
DUKE OWEN, Offensive Line Coach
Clemson's overall improved play in 1971 was aided by the unproved play of the
offensive line, which Duke Owen assumed duties of prior to the beginning of the
season.
Owen graduated from Georgetown, Ky., College in 1953 with a BS in mathematics
and physics and immediately became a successful prep coach.
Owen guided Mount Sterling, Ky., HS to a 76-294 overall record in a nine-year
period, taking his team to the state playoffs in three of his first five years.
He then joined the staff at the University of Kentucky where he served five years
and then went to Cincinnati where he was offensive line coach one season.
In his initial season at Clemson, Owen was head freshman coach and then moved to
the spot as offensive line coach last year.
The Lebanon, Ky., native is married to the former Florence Deeb of Louisville,
Ky., and they have two sons, David, 14; and Mitchell, 12.
STEVE SATTERFIELD, Offensive Backfield Coach
Following a successful tenure in the high school ranks, Steve Satterfield joined the
staff at Clemson as head freshman coach. After a year at the helm of the Cubs, he was
named as offensive backfield coach for the varsity this past June.
The Greer, S.C., native quarterbacked South Carolina teams for three years and was
named All-ACC Scholastic in 1958.
After serving as a prep assistant four seasons, Satterfield was head coach at
Greenville's Wade Hampton one year and then at Sumter's Edmunds High for six
years.
While at Edmunds, Satterfield's teams posted a 45-19-3 mark, including a 4-A state
championship and an undefeated 12-0 record in 1969.
Satterfield, who holds his masters from Appalachian State, is married to the former
Barbara Woodall of Taylors, S.C. They have three children, Keleigh, 12; Steven, 8; and
born this past February, Susan Joy.
DOUG SHIVELY, Linebacker Coach
Last fall, Doug Shively moulded Larry Hefner (All-ACC and now property of the
Green Bay Packers) into one of the finest linebackers in the country. And look for
more fine linebackers to be turned out at Clemson in the future.
The Lexington, Ky., native graduated from the University of Kentucky where he
was a standout in both football and baseball.
He was introduced to athletics at an early age as he is the son of the late Bernie
Shively, longtime director of athletics at Kentucky.
Shively served on the staff at Virginia Tech for six years, three with coach Hootie
Ingram.
He then returned to his alma mater for a three-year term, one season as hnebacker
coach and two years as head defensive coach.
Shively is married to the former Patsy Moores of Lexington. They have three
children, Douglas, Jr., (Chip), 1 1 ; David, 9; and Kelly, 6.
CLYDE WREN, Assistant Jayvee Coach
A native of Chester, Clyde Wrenn joined the Clemson staff this past summer as
defensive coordinator for the 'B' team.
An all-around athlete at Chester High School, Wrenn played baseball at Spartanburg
Junior College.
He earned his BS in Recreation and Park Administration from N. C. State in 1965
and following graduation was named as head assistant football and head baseball coach
at Southside HS in Florence.
Wrenn, who earned his Masters from Western Carolina in 1968 in Education,
coached at Southside five years before going to West Florence High School as head
football coach and athletic director, where he served for two seasons prior to joining
the Clemson staff.
In addition to his duties with the Jayvee team, Wrenn will also assist in recruiting
and scouting.
He is married to the former Willa Lynn of Chester and they are the parents of two
boys, Craig, 3; and Cal, 5 months.
FRED CONE, Chief Recruiter
What more can be said of Fred Cone. Frank Howard calls him "the greatest
football player 1 have ever coached."
Cone came to Clemson from his native Pineapple, Ala., and when the stocky
running back graduated in 1951 with a BS in agricultural education, he left his mark in
the Tiger record book.
He established 10 school rushing and scoring records, six of which still stand among
season and career marks, and led his teammates to the 1949 Gator Bowl and to the
1951 Orange Bowl.
Cone played in the National Football League a total of eight seasons, seven with
the Green Bay Packers and one with the Dallas Cowboys.
Now entering his 12th year at Clemson, Cone is married to the former Judy
Anderson of Green Bay, Wis. They have three children, Jeff, 17; Andy, 15; and Amy,
12.
RICK ROBBINS, Academic Advisor
There are 315 players on his team as Rick Robbins serves as academic advisor for
all Clemson athletes.
A native of Austin, Tex., Colonel Robbins, as he is called by all athletes, has his
hands full keeping tabs on the classroom work of all athletes. In addition, he serves as
assistant track coach.
Robbins graduated from the University of Texas and retired from the U.S. Army
with the rank of lieutenant colonel.
Aside from seeing many of his athletes graduate with honor from Clemson, Robbins
has successfully aided in negotiations between Tiger stars and professional teams, such
as Charlie Waters (Dallas Cowboys), Dave Thompson (Detroit Lions), Larry Hefner
(Green Bay Packers), Wayne Baker (Oakland Raiders) and John McMakin (Pittsburgh
Steelers).
Robbins is married to the former Clare Eaves of Palestine, Tex. They have two
sons, Dick, 18; and Tommy, 14.
Onlynature can deliver
electricitythroughthin air.
By 1981 , we'll have^e-spend^ ,500,000,000.00 on wires and things.
FRED HOOVER, Head Trainer
For the past 13 years, Fred Hoover has been taking care of the medical needs of
Clemson athletes, keeping them in shape for the various coaches.
Hoover, a native of Jacksonville, Fla., graduated from Florida State with a BS in
physical education in 1953.
He has served as trainer at FSU in 1952-53 and again in 1957-58. Hoover has been
the trainer for the United States at the Pan American games in Sao Paulo, Brazil, in
1963.
And this past summer, "Doc" Hoover, recognized as one of the top men in his
profession, was selected as a member of the training staff for the US team in the
summer Olympic games in Munich, Germany.
A member of the National Athletic Trainers Association, Hoover is a past district
director and past national president of NATA, and is currently serving as the national
convention chairman of the association.
Hoover is married to the former Elva Cook of Mt. Vernon, 111. They have two
children, Catherine Ann, 14; and Bryan, 1 1
.
ANDY CLAWSON, Assistant Trainer
The newest addition to Clemson's modern training program, Andy Clawson joined
Fred Hoover's staff July 20, 1970.
The likeable native of Ada, Okla., graduated from Henderson State College,
Arkadelphia, Ark., with a BSE in physical education jn 1969. He received his masters
from HSC in physical education the following year.
Clawson served as student trainer four years at Henderson State when HSC went to
the NAIA basketball tournament in 1967-68 and also in 1968-69.
Upon graduation, he was appointed as Henderson State's full-time trainer while
working on his masters.
Clawson, who is single, is a member of the National Athletic Trainers Association
and is currently serving as editor of the NATA news-letter for District III.
HERMAN McGEE, Assistant Trainer
There's not a single person who's familiar with Clemson athletics who doesn't
know Herman McGee.
McGee has served as assistant trainer, head trainer and as equipment manager in his
past 38 year tenure on the Clemson staff.
In 1965, the Clemson native was recognized by the National Athletic Trainers
Association for "25 or more years of meritorious service in the field of athletic
training."
He can relate some of the most interesting and fascinating stories about Clemson
ever known.
McGee has made all seven bowl appearances with the Tigers: the 1940 Cotton,
1949 Gator, 1951 Orange, 1952 Gator, 1957 Orange, 1959 Sugar and 1959
Bluebonnett.
He is married to the former Lucia Greene of Pendleton, S.C.
TOM BURTON, Equipment Manager
A retired Army sergeant, Tom Burton is the ideal man for the job as Clemson's
equipment manager.
A native of Richmond, Va., Burton handles the school's athletic equipment as if it
were a group of his favorite recruits.
He served a total of 22 years of active duty, serving in eight foreign countries,
including Asiatic-Pacific area, Germany and three tours of the Far East.
Burton served on the Clemson ROTC staff for seven years and also worked with
the Clemson Tiger Band as head chaperone.
He has just recently completed a survey, in conjunction with the Clemson Textile
Department, in a effort to come up with the perfect formula to wash equipment that
will keep it from shrinking.
Edgar F. Shannon Gene Corrigan
President — University of Virginia Athletic Director
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An aerial view of the University of Virginia campus looking from behind the Rotunda toward Cabel Hall.
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Head Football Coach
Chris Brown Mike Cornachione Craig Critchley Eric Dahlgren Harrison Davis
Harry Gehr Greg Godfrey Tom Kennedy Mike Lacika Stan Land
Tom McGraw Mike McGugan Billy Maxwell Kent Memtt
Kevin Michaels Gerard Mullins John Rainey Paul Ryczek Ed Sabornie
Dave Sullivan Billy Williams The Alderman Road Dormitory complex on the University of Virginia campus.
1972 Clemson Varsity Football Roster
NO. NAME POS. BIRTHDATE HGT. WGT. LTRS. CLASS HOMETOWN, HIGH SCHOOL, HIGH SCHOOL COACH
2 Steve Fitts PK 1 1-29-52 5-8 166 So. Gaston, S.C., Airport, Bob Mooneyhan
3 Eddie Seigler PK 4-7-51 6-0 1 73 o r. Greenwood, S.C., Greenwood, Pinky Babb
5 Wells Massengill PK 10-13-54 5-9y3 156 Fr. Greenwood, S.C., Greenwood, Pinky Babb
7 Jim Ness DB 1-6-51 5-9 175 So. Daytona Beach, Fla., Gordon Military, Joe Windham
8 Jerry Davis OE 3 30-52 6-y* 180 So. Walterboro, S.C., Walterboro, Dick Covington
9 Raymond Nelson DB 12 24-51 5-10 174 Jr. Charleston, S.C., Bishop England, Jack Cantey
10 David T nomas F LK 7-15-52 5-9 185 Jr. Palmetto, Fla., Palmetto, William Bomar
1 1 Ken Pengitore QB 3-27-52 5- 1 0'A 200 1 Jr. Haledon, N.J., Manchester Regional, Jefferson Holbert
12 Mike Mathews TB 4 17-51 6-1 1/j 198 1 Jr. Canton, N.C., Pisgah, Boyd Allen
13 Bruce Gaston QB 8-30-53 6-1 178 So. College Park, Ga., Lakeshore, Charley Brown
14 Lawson Holland QB 9-29-52 6-1 1 96 So. Mooresville, N.C., Mooresville, Perry Pearson
16 Mark Fellers QB 1-21-52 6-2 193 So. Charlotte, N.C., Myers Park, Gus Purcell
17 Leon Fabers DB 10-4-50 5-10 185 Jr. Charleston, S.C., C. A. Brown, Mundul Buksha
18 Jack Hughes DB 8-25-53 5-11 178 So. Bethesda, Md., Walter Johnson, James Kline
19 Ricky Brown DB 3-29-52 6-y2 187 1 Jr. Avondale, Ga., Avondale, C. G. Ramsey
20 David Sasser OE 1-11-51 6-3 190 1 Jr. Savannah, Ga., Groves, Jack Miller
21 Steve Kelley DB 1 1-1-52 5-10 168 So. Greenville, S.C., Greenville Sr., Slick Moore
22 Wade Hughes FB 2-4-51 5-11 195 1 Sr. Mechanicsville, Va., Lee-Davis, Wynn Gregory
23 Smiley Sanders TB 6-16-52 6-1 195 1 Jr. Central, S.C., D. W. Daniel, Dick Singleton
24 Jay Washington TB 10-13-51 6-1 190 Jr. Charleston, S.C., C. A. Brown, Mundul Buksha
25 Ben Anderson DB 8-25-51 6-0 1 74 2 Sr. Edgefield, S.C., Strom Thurmond, Hubert Morris
26 Eddie Sink OE 3-15 50 6-4 193 Sr. Charleston, S.C., St. Andrews, Jerry Weed
27 Daryl Grinstead TB 2-3 53 5-11 186 So. Hollywood, Fla., McArthur, Alton Klimkiewicz
28 Pat Shealy DB 12-13-49 6-0 187 1 Sr. Graniteville, S.C., G raniteville, Henry Walker
29 H eide D av is FB 5-13-51 5-10'/i 205 2 Sr. Greenville, S.C., Wade Hampton, Vernon Prather
30 John Rhodes LB 9-20-51 6-Vi 218 1 Jr. Franklin Lakes, N.J., Ramapo, Prentice Beers
31 Bob Bosler F LK 1 0-31-51 5-9 176 2 Sr. Camp Springs, Md., DeMatha Catholic, Morgan Wooten
32 George Bosse TB 12 20-53 6-0 203 So. Upper Falls, Md., John Carroll, Gerald Gray
33 Jerry Belue TB 1 1-4-52 5-8 Vi 163 So. Union, S.C., Union, Paul Love
34 Brian Hoffman DB 9-14-52 5-11 183 So. Fairfax, Va., W. T. Woodson, Richard Pugh
35 Marvin Anderson FB 1 1-7-53 5-10 184 So. Travelers Rest, S.C., Travelers Rest, Roger Hayes
36 Dennis Smith FLK 7-12-53 5-11 170 So. Elba, Ala., Elba, Leon Akins
37 Pat Caldwell DB 4-29-48 6-0 191 So. Anderson, S.C., T. L. Hanna, Stan Honeycutt
38 Marion Reeves DB 2-23-52 6-1 186 1 Jr. I rmo, S.C., I rmo, Ernest Nivens
39 Sonny Callahan TB 9-18-50 5-11 180 1 Jr. Summerville, S.C., Summerville, John McKissick
40 Tommy Richardson DB 6-2-51 5-10 165 Jr. Monroe, Ga., Monroe Area, Ray Hicks
41 Henry Walters FB 11-10-49 5-9 183 2 Sr. Anderson, S.C., T. L. Hanna, Joe Hazel
42 Jeff Siepe DB 12 4-51 6-1 185 2 Sr. Wayne, N.J., Wayne Valley, Ken Sinofsky
43 John Bolubasz LB 7-19-52 6-2 196 1 Jr. Elizabeth, Pa., Elizabeth-Forward, George Hayes
44 Tony Anderson DB 7-1-51 6-Va 1 77 2 Sr. Travelers Rest, S.C., Travelers Rest, Dean Bolin
45 Dennis Goss FLK 6-2-50 5-10 164 1 Sr. Hapeville, Ga., Hapeville, George Haney
46 Peanut Martin DB 7-17-54 6-4 170 Fr. Abbeville, S.C., Abbeville, Adville Montgomery
47 Frank Wise LB 6-19-54 6-2 195 Fr. Columbia, S.C., Eau Claire, Bobby Carlton
48 David Young OE 6-1-52 6-4 193 So. Columbia, S.C., Dreher, Earl Rankin
50 Terry Calhoon C 1-3-51 6-2 y* 269 Jr. Hyattsville, Md., DeMatha Catholic, Morgan Wooten
51 Curt Buttermore OG 9-7-52 6-0 236 So. Perryopolis, Pa., Frazier, James N ewmeyer
52 Jimmy Williamson LB 1 1-25-52 6-1 195 So. Walterboro, S.C.; Walterboro, Dick Covington
53 Maret Cobb C 2-19-53 6-1 % 239 So. Piedmont, S.C., Carolina, Rick Carlisle
55 Lynn Barter LB 1-23-51 6-0 197 1 Sr. College Park, Ga., College Park, Jack Cunningham
56 G ene Toney C 7-10-53 6-3 203 So. Tucker, Ga., Shamrock, John Upchurch
57 Ricky Harrell c 8-8-51 6-3 236 2 Sr. Morristown, Tenn., Morristown-Hamblen East, Rex Dockery
58 Mike Buckner DE 7-29-52 6-VS 190 1 Jr. Morristown, Tenn., Morristown-Hamblen East, Rex Dockery
60 Ken Hicks LB 3-30-51 6-2 212 Jr. Oakland, N.J., Indian Hills, Henry Boggio
61 Art Brisacher OG 3-30-52 6-3 231 1 Jr. Fairfield, N.J., West Essex, Stan Scher
62 G. G. Galloway DT 9-10-53 6-4 234 Fr. Anderson, S.C., T. L. Hanna, Jim Fraser
63 Ronnie Huffman OG 2-4-53 6-0 200 So. Columbia, S.C., Eau Claire, Jim Satterfield
64 Gary Brown OG 6-7-52 6-3 230 So. Fairfield, Conn., Wayne Valley, Ken Sinofsky
65 Walter West OG 1 1-7-50 6- 1/j 228 Jr. Easley, S.C., Easley, La-ry Bagwell
66 Danny Lundeen OG 6-26-51 6-3 218 2 Sr. Temple Terrace, Fla., King, Dick O'Brien
67 Frank Wirth DT 2-15-51 6-2 225 2 Sr. Schnecksville, Pa., Parkland, Joe Gerenscer
68 David LeBel DE 10-25-53 6-6 220 So. Jacksonville, N.C., Jacksonville, Cameron Little
69 Gerald Smith OT 8-16-51 6-6 219 Jr. Dublin, Ga., Dublin, Don Denning
70 John Price DT 10-24-51 6-3 245 2 Sr. Martin, S.C., Allendale-Fairfax, Bobby McLellan
71 Bruce Decock DT 9-16-52 6-0 217 1 Jr. Kittanning, Pa., Kittannin, Dave Ullom
72 Gary Gennerich OT 8-28-51 6-2 1/2 236 2 Sr. Wayne, N.J., Wayne Valley, Ken Sinofsky
73 Jock Fender DT 3-5-53 6-2 V* 241 So. Easley, S.C., Easley, Larry Bagwell
74 Force Chamberlain OT 3-19-51 6-1 240 2 Sr. Pompton Plains, N.J., Pequannock Township, Len Smith
75 Buddy King OG 5-29-51 6-0 228 2 Sr. Concord, Calif., Diablo, Hart Fairclough
76 Stan Hopkins OT 1 1-26-49 6-1 233 1 Sr. Travelers Rest S.C. Travelers Rest Dean Bolin
77 Ken Peeples OT 1 2-52 6-2 240 So. Timonium, Md., Riverside Military, William Magginis
78 Guy Lombardo OT 1 1-19-53 6-1 % 240 So. Jacksonville, Fla., Terry Parker, Fred Pickard
79 Gary Alexander OT 1-16-54 6-6 230 Fr. Seneca, S.C., Seneca, Eddie Buck
80 Jeff Stocks DE 12 6-51 6-2 195 1 Jr. New Bern, N.C., New Bern, Roger Thrift
81 Bob Shell OE 1-23-51 6-1% 188 1 Jr. Atlanta, Ga., St. Pius X, George Maloof
82 Steve Long DE 5-4-51 6-2 211 1 Jr. Monroe, Ga., Monroe Area, Ray Hicks
83 Gordy Bengel OE 7-18-52 6- 1 Vi 198 1 Jr. Towson, Md., Calvert Hall, Joe Carlozo
84 Karl Andreas OE 8-7-52 6-3 212 1 Jr. Slatington, Pa., Slatington, Paul Turner
85 Tommy Ducworth DE 12-31-52 5-10 190 So. Anderson, S.C., T. L. Hanna, Jim Fraser
86 Tom Boozer OE 10-16 52 6-2% 220 So. Columbia, S.C., Eau Claire, Jim Satterfield
87 Bobby Johnson DB 2-8-51 6-% 185 2 Sr. Columbia, S.C., Eau Claire, Jim Satterfield
88 Luke Deanhardt LB 7-14-52 6-2 220 1 Jr. Johnson City, Tenn., Science Hill, Bob Evans
89 Willie Anderson LB 12-4-52 6-2 207 So. Mayesville, S.C., Mayewood, Eugene Nalley
90 Tim Blackwelder DT 9-24-51 6-5 221 So. Charlotte, N.C., Olympic, Joe White
91 Jack Palmer DT 4-2-52 6-0 215 So. Albany, Ga., Thomasville, Lee Forehand
92 Dave Slyder FLK 12-10-52 6-0 170 So. Mt. Holly Springs, Pa., Carlisle, Al Wilson
93 Mike Webber OE 2-21-53 6-3 202 So. Greenwood, S.C, Greenwood, Pinky Babb
94 Bob Jones DE 9-12-50 6-4 214 Jr. Chicago, III., Brother Rice, Thomas Mitchell
95 Dan McBride DT 3-18-53 6-4 253 So. Perry, N.Y., Perry Central, Del Bell
97 Guy Gehret DE 2-17-52 6-1 206 So. Altoona, Pa., Altoona, Earl Strohm
99 Leighton Cubbage LB 2-19-53 6-2 201 So. Sumter, S.C, Sumter, Steve Satterfield
The 1973 Monte Carlo. A personal luxury car of the first rank. With elegance, silence, comfort and the confident
handling you find in much more expensive cars.
Monte Carlo has been redesigned and re-engineered to the extent that we think you'll find it one of the finest riding,
most precise handling cars you've ever driven.
Chevrolet engineers have succeeded in combining this excellent ride and handling with a new body design that
reflects the sophistication of these mechanical refinements. Right down to the rear seat opera windows.
And added to these gualities, our engineers have created a guietness that strikes ^^^^H
everyone who drives the car. And guietness is one sure mark of a luxury automobile. ^H^*P ffl^V V
The 1973 Monte Carlo. A new and better way to see the NCAA. Even if you follow J
your favorite team coast to coast. Chevrolet. Building a better way to see the U.S.A.
En|oy the game. And remember to buckle up on your way home.
Chevrolet

When Clemson Has The Ball
OFFENSE DEFENSE
83 GORDY BENGEL . SE 43 CHRIS TURNER RCB
72 GARY GENNERICH . . .LT 99 STANLEY LAND . . . . RE
75 BUDDY KING LG 70 TOM McGRAW RT
57 RICKY HARRELL , C 59 HARRY GEHR MLB
61 ART BRISACHER . . . . RG 74 DICK AMBROSE LT
77 KEN PEEPLES RT 90 BILLY WILLIAMS . . . .LE
84 KARL ANDREAS TP 4S*~r *J RFRARD MUI L INS LCB
11 KEN PENGITORE . . . . QB 22 CHRIS BROWN RS
23 SMILEY SANDERS . . . .TB 37 DANNY BLAKLEY . . RLB
22 WADE HUGHES FB 54 CRAIG CRITCHLEY . .LLB
45 DENNIS GOSS FLK 23 STEVE SROBA LS
When Virginia Has The Ball
OFFENSE DEFENSE
44 DAVE SULLIVAN .. . .SE 82 STEVE LONG RE
75 BILL FARRELL LT 67 FRANK WIRTH RT
63 STEVE SHAWLEY . . . LG 52 JIMMY WILLIAMSON RLB
51 PAUL RYCZEK C 89 WILLIE ANDERSON . MLB
66 TOM KENNEDY RG 30 JOHN RHODES LLB
78 JOHN SIMS RT 70 JOHN PRICE LT
84 MIKE McGUGAN . . . . OE 80 JEFF STOCKS LE
17 GEORGE ALLEN, JR. . QB 42 JEFF SIEPE LC
25 KENTMERRITT TB 87 BOBBY JOHNSON . . . RC
32 MIKE LACIKA FB 25 BEN ANDERSON S
30 CHUCK BELIC SB 7 JIM NESS T
TIGERS
2 Fitts, PK 51 Buttermore, OG
3 Seigler, PK 52 Williamson, LB
5 Massengill, PK 53 Cobb, C
7 Ness, DB 55 Barter, LB
8 Davis, OE 56 Toney, C
9 Nelson, DB 57 Harrell, C
1 Thomas, FLK 58 Buckner, DE
1
1
Pengitore, QB 60 Hicks, LB
12 Mathews, TB 61 Brisacher, OG
13 Gaston, QB 62 Galloway, DT
14 Holland, QB 63 Huffman, OG
16 Fellers, QB 64 Brown, OG
17 Fabers, DB 65 West, OG
18 Hughes, DB 66 Lundeen, OG
19 Brown, DB 67 Wirth, DT
20 Sasser, OE 68 LeBel, DE
21 Kelley, DB 69 Smith, OT
22 Hughes, FB 70 Price, DT
23 Sanders, TB 71 Decock, DT
24 Washington, TB 72 Gennerich, OT
25 Anderson, DB 73 Fender, DT
26 Sink, OE 74 Chamberlain, OT
27 Grinstead, TB 75 King, OG
28 Shealy, DB 76 Hopkins, OT
29 Davis, FB 77 Peeples, OT
30 Rhodes, LB 78 Lombardo, OT
31 Bosler, FLK 79 Alexander, OT
32 Bosse, TB 80 Stocks, DE
33 Belue, TB 81 Shell, OE
34 Hoffman, DB 82 Long, DE
35 Anderson, FB 83 Bengel, OE
36 Smith, FLK 84 Andreas, OE
37 Caldwell, DB 85 Ducworth, DE
38 Reeves, DB 86 Boozer, OE
39 Callahan, TB 87 Johnson, DB
40 Richardson, DB 88 Deanhardt, LB
4 1 Walters, FB 89 Anderson, LB
42 Siepe, DB 90 Blackwelder, DT
43 Bolubasz, LB 91 Palmer, DT
44 Anderson, DB 92 Slyder, FLK
45 Goss, FLK 93 Webber, OE
46 Martin, DB 94 Jones, DE
47 Wise, LB 95 McBride, DT
48 Young, OE 97 Gehret, DE
50 Calhoon, C 99 Cubbage, LB
CAVALIERS
7 Maxwell, K 56 Pippin, LB
8 Harris, K 57 Dennis, LB
13 Gardner, QB 58 Korte, LB
14 Schaefer, QB 59 Gehr, LB
15 Davis, QB 61 Morley, LB
17 Allen, Jr. QB 62 Still, DT
19 Barile, DB 63 Shawley, OG
20 Dickerhoof, FB 64 Godfrey, OG
22 Brown, S 66 Kennedy, OG
23 Sroba, S 70 McGraw, DT
25 Merritt, TB 71 Walker, DT
28 Mike Bennett, DB 72 Tamulonis, OT
30 Belie, SB 73 Milligan, DT
31 Ham, CB 74 Ambrose, DT
32 Lacika, FB 75 Farrell, OT
33 Grobe, LB 76 Dickerson, OT
34 Millard, FB 77 Silas, C
37 Blakley, LB 78 Sims, OT
39 Dowe, FB 79 Glassic, OG
40 Rainey, TB 80 Shelton, OE
41 Jones, DB 82 Sabornie, LB
42 Beattie, SB 84 McGugan, OE
43 Turner, CB 86 Beam, OE
44 Sullivan, SE 87 Colleran, OE
45 Mullins. CB 88 Timperio, DE
46 Cornachione, CB 90 Williams, DE
47 Keys, RB 92 McGovern, LB
49 Dahlgren, DB 95 Scott, DE
51 Ryczek, C 96 Duffalo, DE
52 Hale, C 98 Meade, DE
54 Critchley, LB 99 Land, DE
55 Michaels, LB
OFFICIALS:
Referee Ernest Hackney (North Carolina)
Umpire Tom Chambers (Duke)
Linesman George Manning (Georgia Tech)
Field Judge Bo Menton (Loyola)
Back Judge Grady Ray (Newberry)
Clock Operator Dayle Phillips (Wake Forest)
It's the real thing. Coke.
Trademark®
TrustTexaco
fora great motoroil
Hip
f SUPER I
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Virginia Roster
NO. NAME POS. no l . vvo 1 . MO L MOMPTftUUMnurvic i uvvi\j
17 George Allen QB 6-3 187 20 Jr. Palos Verdes, Calif.
74 Dick Ambrose DT 6-0 214 19 So. New Rochelle, N.Y.
19 Carl Barile DB 5-1
1
180 19 So. Cleveland, Ohio
86 George Beam QB 6-3 186 19 So. Clarksville, Va.
42 John Beattie DB 6-0 175 22 Sr. Upper Burrell, Pa.
30 Chuck Belie SB 6-0 213 21 Sr. Steelton, Pa.
28 Mike Bennett DB 5-1 1 180 18 Fr. Harve de Grace, Md.
37 Dan Blakley LB 6-0 181 20 Jr. Charlottesville, Va.
22 Chris Brown DB 6-0 184 21 Sr. Friendly, Md.
87 Jim Colleran OE 6-4 195 19 So. Cleveland, Ohio
46 Mike Cornachione DB 5-9 183 19 So. Charlottesville, Va.
54 Craig Critchley LB 6-0 211 20 Jr. Lemoyne, Pa.
49 Eric Dahlgren DB 6 185 19 So. Frederick, Md.
15 Harrison Davis QB 6-4 212 20 Jr. Hampton, Va.
57 Bill Dennis LB 6 205 19 So. Charleston, S. C.
20 Greg Dickerhoff FB 5-1 192 21 Sr. Cleveland, Ohio
76 Dale Dickerson OT 6-4 228 20 Jr. Willoughby, Ohio
39 Mike Dowe FB 6-0 212 18 Fr. Roanoke, Va.
96 Rick Duffalo DE 6-1 196 21 Sr. Homer City, Pa.
68 John Eckert OG 6-2 215 20 Jr. Altoona, Pa.
75 Bill Farrell OT 6-4 240 21 Sr. Bethlehem, Pa.
13 Scott Gardner QB 6-3 190 18 Fr. Sarasota, Fla.
59 Harry Gehr LB 6-0 210 20 Jr. King of Prussia, Pa.
50 Doug Gehring C 6-4 232 21 Sr. Cincinnati, Ohio
64 Greg Godfrey OG 5-10 204 21 Sr. Charlottesville, Va.
33 Jim Grobe LB 5-1 200 20 Jr. Ferrum, Va.
26 Mark Gruetzmacher DB 6-2 173 19 So. Tampa, Fla.
31 Gary Ham DB 5-10 176 21 Sr. Hampton, Va.
8 Eric Harris K 5-10 158 21 Sr. Wichita, Kan.
41 Doug Jones DB 6-0 185 19 So. Alexandria, Va.
66 Tom Kennedy OG 5-1 1 212 22 Sr. Cleveland, Ohio
47 Raymond Keys RB 5-1 175 18 Fr. Ferrum, Va.
58 George Korte LB 6-1 205 20 Jr. Virginia Beach, Va.
32 Mike Lacika FB 6 215 20 Jr. F rank 1 i n, N. J.
99 Stanley Land DE 6-3 225 20 Jr. Fairfield, Va.
47 Billy League DB 6 2 200 21 Sr. Lovingston, Va.
29 John MacConnell SB 5-1 1 181 21 So. Palmyra, Pa.
21 Carl Mams DB 5-10 170 20 Sr. Wytheville, Va.
7 Billy Maxwell K 6-0 189 20 Jr. South Boston, Va.
92 Terry McGovern LB 6-0 210 21 Jr. White Plains, N.Y.
70 Tom McG raw DT 5-10 240 20 So. Charlottesville, Va.
84 Mike McGugan OE 6-3 170 21 Sr. Silver Springs, Md.
98 Bob Meade DE 6 3 206 19 So. Pound, Va.
25 Kent Merritt TB 6-0 180 20 Jr. Charlottesville, Va.
55 Kevin Michaels LB 6-0 185 21 Sr. Sparta, N. J.
34 Kelly Millard FB 6-1 215 20 Jr. Virginia Beach, Va.
61 Ron Morley LB 6-2 230 18 Fr. Union Bridge, Md.
45 Gerard Mullins DB 5-10 184 20 Jr. Pound, Va.
65 Doug Parcells OT 6-2 208 19 So. Oradell, N. J.
83 Ed Piker SE 6-4 195 19 So. Coastesville, Pa.
56 Bobby Pippin LB 6 204 19 So. Norton, Va.
60 Mike Powers OG 6-2 200 20 Jr. Maple Heights, Ohio
40 John Rainey TB 5-1 183 20 Jr. Tazewell, Va.
36 Phil Rust OE 6-3 190 19 Jr. Washington, D. C.
51 Paul Ryczek C 6-3 225 20 Jr. Mentor, Ohio
82 Ed Sabornie LB 6-0 201 20 Jr. Shamok in. Pa.
95 Dennis Scott DE 5-1 210 21 Sr. Three Springs, Pa.
63 Steve Shawley OG 5-1 1 214 20 Jr. Bellefonte, Pa.
80 Ken Shelton OE 6-3 190 19 So. Alexandria, Va.
77 Phil Silas OT 6-3 232 19 So. Levittown, Pa.
78 John Sims OT 6-6 237 19 So. Waynesboro, Va.
23 Steve Sroba DB 5-10 195 20 Jr. Trevose, Pa.
62 Leroy Still DT 6-2 230 20 Jr. Medford, N. Y.
44 Dave Sullivan SE 6-0 180 22 Sr. Steelton, Pa.
53 Kurt Swanson OG 6-2 192 19 So. Fairfax, Va.
88 Tony Timperio DT 6-4 222 18 Fr. Mentor, Ohio
43 Chris Turner DB 5-1 1 175 19 So. Richmond, Va.
67 Bill Voliva OT 6-0 210 19 So. Piscataway, N. J.
71 John Walker DT 6-2 215 19 So. Lower Burrell, Pa.
90 Billy Williams DE 6-2 210 21 Sr. White Plains, N. Y.
85 Tony Zmudzin SB 6-0 173 19 So. Shamokin, Pa.
HOMECOMING
PROGRAM
Pre-Game
Game
1 :00 p.m. INTRODUCTION OF SENIOR SPONSORS
1:15 p.m. CLEMSON UNIVERSITY TIGER BAND
Tiger Rouser: SOCK IT TO 'EM (Fillmore)
TIGER RAG (Arr. Yoder)
Presentation of Colors: BATTLE HYMN OF THE REPUBLIC (Arr. Hooper)
Clemson University Army ROTC Honor Guard
Commanded by Cadet Cpt. Walter Horton
Prayer: Mike Atter representing the Fellowship of Christian Athletes
NATIONAL ANTHEM (Arr. Damrosch-Sousa)
Retirement of Colors: YOU'RE A GRAND OLD FLAG (Arr. Love)
Tiger Rouser Reprise
1:30 p.m. CLEMSON UNIVERSITY vs. UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
Game Announcer: Chuck Heck
For the Clemson Band: Nick Peck
Hcdftime
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY TIGER BAND
Entrance: STRIKE UP THE BAND (Arr. Pegram)
Diamond Drill: NATIONAL FENCIBLES (Sousa-Love)
PRESENTATION OF HOMECOMING QUEEN
ROMEO AND JULIET (Arr. Vinson)
Float by Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Philip Gainey, President
Designed by Ashby Cresset t and Larry Sweat
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY ALMA MATER (McGarity-Hawkins)
Jazz Feature: JAVA (Arr. Walton)
CAN'T GET STARTED (Arr. Walton)
NIGHT TRAIN (Arr. Walton)
SUMMER OF '42 (Arr. Bernhardt)
Guest Soloist: DON EISAMAN, Trumpet with Edmund Winston, Saxophone
John Brookshire, Fender Bass-Art Driggers, Drums
Exit: TIGER RAG (Arr. Edmunds)
The Virginia Series
Virginia and Clemson did not start their football series until
after the Atlantic Coast Conference was formed. The league
became a reality in May of 1953 with seven schools, but with the
understanding that Virginia would become a member a year later.
In December of the same year the Cavaliers officially became
an ACC member and started league competition for the 1953-54
seasons. Clemson and Virginia met on the football field for the
first time in 1955 at Charlottesville with the Tigers coming off a
20-7 winner.
That was the year the Cavaliers had a sophomore who was to
become one of their all-time greats. Clemson didn't see much of
Jim Bakhtiar in that first game, but the next year in Death
Valley, when the Tigers managed to eke out a 7-0 win, the big
Iranian gained 83 yards on 17 calls. He had an even better average
back in Charlottesville his senior year, gouging out 47 yards on 10
carries. Clemson had to score late to win this one, 20-7.
Since that first meeting the two teams have missed playing
four times. They did not meet in 1961 and 1962 and there was
another two-year break in 1967 and 1968. In the 13 previous
meetings, Clemson has come out the winner everytime, but only
twice have the Tigers been able to relax before the final whistle.
Clemson won 47-0 in 1959 on the way to the Bluebonnet
Bowl and came back with a 35-0 triumph in 1963, with both
games in Charlottesville.
The Tigers have had a lot harder time defeating the Cavaliers at
home than on the road. Twice Clemson claimed five-point
victories and another time managed to win by only seven.
One of Clemson's most memorable wins was in 1958 when the
Tigers went on to the Sugar Bowl. Then they had to come from
behind twice to pull off a 20-15 triumph.
Again in 1966 Bob Davis had a field day for the Cavaliers,
scoring three touchdowns himself in rushing for 40 yards and
passing for two more as he completed 26 of 48 passes for 312
yards. Only an interception by Phil Marion after a partial block
by James Tompkins saved the day for the Tigers. The Cavaliers
were on the Clemson 14 with 1 :49 remaining.
Davis had 10 and 15-yard completions to Ed Carrington and a
36-yarder to Frank Quayle in moving from the Virginia 24 to the
Clemson 14. This frenzied finish came just after Jimmy Addison
had passed to Jacky Jackson on a play covering 75 yards which
gave Clemson a 40-35 lead with 3:49 remaining. That turned out
to be the final score, but no one would have bet on it at the time.
There was 903 yards total offense in the game.
And if the past six games are any indication, there'll be plenty
of offense in today's game. In the last six outings, Clemson have
averaged scoring 28 points a game and Virginia has a 17 point
output.
The Cavaliers have a scoring machine this year, averaging 20
points in their first six games. And coach Don Lawrence
"discovered" himself a new quarterback against VM1 last week.
Freshman Scott Gardner came in and completed 10 of 19 passes
for 186 yards and two touchdowns. In addition to Gardner he
also has George Allen, Jr., son of the Washington Redskin coach,
who may start, and Harrison Davis.
Speedster Kent Merritt has a 4.3 average on 88 carries and
Mike Lacika, who played freshman ball at Clemson has 124 yards
on 38 attempts.
Each club has scoring ability. Don't be surprised at a high
score.
1972 Atlantic Coast Conference Football Schedule
N — NIGHT GAME
DATES CLEMSON DUKE MARYLAND
NORTH
CAROLINA N. C. STATE VIRGINIA WAKE FOREST
Sept. 9 Clemson 13The Citadel
Alabama 35
Duke 12
Maryland 24
N. C. State 24
N. Carolina 28
Richmond 18
N. C. State 24
Maryland 24
V irginia 24
S. Carolina 16
Wake Forest 26
Davidson 20
16
Washington 14
Duke 6
N. Carolina 31
Maryland 25
N. Carol ina 3
1
Maryland 25
N. C. State 43
Syracuse 20
V irginia 24
Va. Tech 20
S.M.U. 56
Wake Forest 10
23 Rice 29Clemson 1
Stanford 10
Duke 6
Maryland 28
V. M. I. 16
N. Carolina 34
N. C. State 33
N. Carolina 34
N. C. State 33
West Va. 48
V irgi n ia 10
Tennessee 45
Wake Forest 6
30 Oklahoma 52Clemson 3
Duke 37
V irgi nia 13
Syracuse 16
Maryland 1 2
Ohio State 29
N. Carolina 14
Georgia 28
N. C. State 22
Duke 37
Virginia 13
Oct. 7 Georgia Tech 31Clemson 9
N. C. State 17
Duke
Maryland 23
Wake Forest
N. C. State 17
Duke
Vanderbilt 10
V irgi nia 7
Maryland 23
Wake Forest
14 Duke 7
Clemson
Duke 7
Clemson
Maryland 37
V illanova 7
N. Carolina 31
Kentucky 20
N. C. State 42
Wake Forest 13
V irgin ia 45
VMI 14
N. C. State 42
Wake Forest 13
21
V i rginia
Home
Maryland
Home
Duke
Away
W. Forest
Away
E. Carolina
Home (N)
Clemson
Away
N. Carolina
Home
28 W. ForestAway
Navy
(Norfolk, Va.)
Virginia
Away
S. Carolina
H ome
Maryland
Home
Clemson
Home
Nov. 4 N. CarolinaHome
Ga. Tech
Home
Penn State
Away
Clemson
Away
Virginia
Away
N. C. State
' Home
S. Carolina
Away (N)
11
Maryland
Away
W. Forest
H ome
Clemson
H ome
Virginia
Home
Penn State
Away
N. Carolina
Away
Duke
Away
18 N. C. StateAway
N. Carolina
Away
Duke
Home
Clemson
H ome
W. Forest
Away
V irginia
Home
25 S. CarolinaHome
M iam i ( F la.)
Away (N)
E
.
Carol ina
Home
Va. Tech
Home
Dec. 9
F lorida
Away

iLl
FINE OYSTER
SEAFOOD ^mef BAR
Greenville—Columbia
r
Informal
Family Priced
THE RED LOBSTER is a Harbor for Seafood Lovers. We Spe-
cialize in Fresh Florida Seafood but some of our Seafoods come
from distant points of the compass, such as Maine, Maryland,
Alaska, Peru, Chile and even South Africa to name but a few.
Each dish is prepared from knowledge gained and recipes de-
veloped dating back as far as 1945 when our first Seafood
Restaurant was established in Florida.
Ben Anderson (25) DB
6-0 174 Sr.
Edgefield, S. C.
Marvin Anderson (35) DB
5-10 184 So.
Travelers Rest, S. C.
Tony Anderson (44) P
6 1 177 Sr.
Travelers Rest, S. C.
Willie Anderson (89)
6-2 207 So.
Mayesville, S. C.
LB Karl Andreas (84)
6-3 212 Jr.
Slatington, Pa.
OE
Lynn Barter (55) LB
6-0 197 Sr.
College Park, Ga.
Gordy Bengel (83) OE
6-1 % 198 Jr.
Towson, Md.
Frank Bethea OG
6-0 231 So.
Springfield, S. C.
Tim Blackwelder (90) DT
6-5 221 So.
Charlotte, N. C.
John Bolubasz (43) LB
6-2 194 Jr.
Elizabeth, Pa.
FACTS ABOUT C L E M S O N MEMORIAL STADIUM
Most Clemson stadium points:
Southern Conference: 57 points (57-12 over Virginia
Military, 1944; 57-2 over Furman, 1950)
Atlantic Coast Conference: 40 points (40-35 over Vir-
ginia, 1966; 40 points (40-0 over Maryland, 1969)
Non-Conference: 76 points (76-0 over Presbyterian, 1945)
Most opponent stadium points:
Southern Conference: 41 points (41-12 by Wake Forest,
1943)
Atlantic Coast Conference: 35 points (40-35 over Vir-
ginia, 1966)
Non-Conference: 45 points (45-19 by Auburn, 1953)
Last tie game in stadium:
Clemson 7, Georgia 7, 1963
Widest Clemson margin of victory in stadium :
Southern Conference: 55 points (57-2 over Furman,
1950)
Atlantic Coast Conference: 40 points (40-0 over Mary-
land, 1969)
Non-Conference: 76 points (76-0 over Presbyterian, 1945)
Widest margin of defeat for Clemson in stadium:
Southern Conference: 29 points (41-12 by Wake Forest,
1943)
Atlantic Coast Conference: 35 points (42-7 by North
Carolina, 1970)
Non-Conference: 44 points (44-0 by Auburn, 1970)
Most combined stadium points (both teams)
Southern Conference: 69 points (57-12 over Virginia
Military, 1944)
Atlantic Coast Conference: 75 points (40-35 over Vir-
ginia, 1966)
Non-Conference: 76 points (76-0 over Presbyterian, 1945;
69-7 over Presbyterian, 1949)
Tie Game: 14 points (7-7 vs. Mississippi State, 1949; 7-7
vs. Georgia, 1963)
Most stadium games won by Clemson in single season:
5 games (1958, 1960)
4 games (1948, 1950, 1951, 1956, 1966)
Most stadium games lost by Clemson in single season:
4 games (1970)
3 games (1962, 1971)
2 games (1943, 1949, 1953, 1961, 1964, 1967, 1968,
1969)
Longest stadium winning streak:
10 games (During 1949-50-51 seasons)
9 games (During 1957-58-59 seasons)
Longest stadium losing streak:
4 games (1970)
3 games (1962)
2 games (1943, 1949, 1961, 1964, 1967, 1971
)
Since stadium was dedicated 30 seasons ago (1942):
Clemson has had only one season (1943) where the
Tigers failed to win a game. They lost their only two
home appearances then.
Field: Runs East and West
Press Box: Located atop South stands
Record stadium crowd: 53,247, South Carolina, 1968
Record stadium crowd (non-conference): 49,596, Alabama
1967
Record stadium conference crowd: 53,247, South Carolina,
1968
Stadium Capacity: 43,45 1 . Original stadium built in 1942 to
seat 20,000. Addition of 18,000 sideline seats made prior
to 1958 season. West end zone seats added prior to 1960
season.
Tom Boozer (86) OE Bob Bosler (31) FLK George Bosse (32) TB Art Brisacher (61) OG Ricky Brown (19) DB
6-2'/2 220 So. 5-9 176 Sr. 6-0 203 So. 6-3 231 Jr. 6-1 187 Jr.
Columbia, S. C. Camp Springs, Md. Upper Falls, Md. Fairfield, N. J. Avondale, Ga.
Mike Buckner (58) DE Curt Buttermore (51) OG Terry Calhoon (50) OT Sonny Callahan (39) TB Force Chamberlain (74) OT
6-1 190 Jr. 6-0 236 So. 6-2'/. 269 Jr. 5-11 180 Jr. 6-1 240 Sr.
Morristown, Tenn. Perryopolis, Pa. Hyattsville, Md. Summerville, S. C. Pompton Plains, N. J.
Maret Cobb (53) C Leighton Cubbage (99) LB
6-1% 239 So. 6-2 201 So.
Piedmont, S. C. Sumter, S. C.
Heide Davis (29) FB
5-10% 205 Sr.
Greenville, S. C.
Jerry Davis (8) FLK
6-1 180 So.
Walterboro, S. C.
Luke Deanhardt (88) LB
6-2 220 Jr.
Johnson City, Tenn.
Bruce Decock (71) DT
6-0 217 Jr.
Kittanning, Pa.
Tommy Ducworth (85) DE
5-10 190 So.
Anderson, S. C.
Leon Fabers (17) DB
5-10 185 Jr.
Charleston, S. C.
Mark Fellers (16) QB
6-2 193 So.
Charlotte, N. C.
Jock Fender (73) DT
6-2V2 241 So.
Easley, S. C.
STEVENS makes
the yardage, t
-
Clemson, the home of the Tigers, is also the home
of Utica, Mohawk, and Tastemaker - Stevens'
sheet and pillowcase lines of distinction! In s
textiles - as in football - it's performance
that counts!
J. P. Stevens & Co., Inc.vL V
Pepsi's got a lot to give
.
PEPSICOLA
Bottled By:
TERRY BOTTLING COMPANY
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
Under appointment from PEPSICO, Inc., New York
Steve Fitts (2) PK
5-8 166 So.
Gaston, S. C.
Bruce Gaston (13) QB
6-1 1 78 So.
College Park, Ga.
Guy Gehret (97) DE
6-1 206 So.
Altoona, Pa.
Gary Gennerich (72) OT
6-2V2 236 Sr.
Wayne, N. J.
Dennis Goss (45) FLK
5-10 164 Sr.
Hapeville, Ga.
Daryl Grinstead (27) TB
5-11 186 So.
Hollywood, Fa.
Ricky Harrell (57) C
6-3 236 Sr.
Morristown, Tenn.
Ken Hicks (60) LB
6-2 212 Jr.
Oakland, N. J.
Brian Hoffman (34) DB
5-11 183 So.
Fairfax, Va.
Lawson Holland (14) QB
6-1 196 So.
Mooresville, N. C.
WHEN PERFORMANCE COUNTS
PHILLIPS
FIBERS
QUINTESS POLYESTER
PHILLIPS 66 NYLON
MARVESS OLEFIN
AND LOKTUFT® CARPET BACKING
PHILLIPS FIBERS CORPORATION
,
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA
A SUBSIDIARY OF PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY
'Reentered Tridemirh of Phillips Petroleum Company
Stan Hopkins (76) OT
6-1 233 Jr.
Travelers Rest, S. C.
Jack Hughes (18) DB
5-11 178 So.
Bethesda, Md.
Wade Hughes (22) FB
5-11 195 Sr.
Mechanicsville, Va.
Bobby Johnson (87) DB
6-1 185 Sr.
Columbia, S. C.
Bob Jo
6-4
Ch
nes (94) DE
214 Jr.
icago. III.
Steve Kelley (21) DB
5-10 168 So.
Greenville, S. C.
Buddy King (75) OG
6-0 228 Sr.
Concord, Calif.
David LeBel (68) DE
6-6 220 So.
Jacksonville, IM. C.
Guy Lombardo (78) OT
6-1 % 240 So.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Steve Long (82) LB
6-2 211 Jr.
Monroe, Ga.
TIGERS in Textiles, Plastics, Paper and
P. Batson Industrial Machinery.
CompanyHome Office:
BOX -3978 • GREENVILLE, S. C. 29608
TEL. (803) 242-5262 • CABLE LOUBATCO
TELEX 57-0468
MANUFACTURERS and SUPPLIERS for:
ShuR-CusH Felt Vibration Mounting Pads • Knitting Accessories
Mats and Matting • Adhesives and Cements • Flags and Flag
Poles • Custom Banners
EXPENDABLE LOOM SUPPLIES:
- Harness Cords - Adjusters - Race Plate Covers
- Pressure Roll Felt - Pull Down Springs - Roll
Covering - Jack Sticks - Sheave - Strapping
Lug Straps - Loop and Box Pickers - Bumpers
Batson Machinery, Inc. and
Batson Yarn and Fabrics Machinery Group, Inc.
are affiliates of
Louis P Batson
Company
H. Elliott Batson, Class of 1951, President
Louis P. Batson, Jr., Class of 1949, Vice-President
THE ACCESSORIES DIVISION
Web Guides, Tenter Guides, Selvedge Uncurlers, Cutting
Equipment, Control Devices, Laboratory Testing
Equipment.
THE CAPITAL EXPENDITURES DIVISION
Batson Dielectric Drying Unit* 'Transfaprint'
Continuous Heat Transfer Printing
• 'SpiraLoada' Wet Process Controlling Device
Batson
Home office: Machinery,
BOX 3978 • GREENVILLE, S. C. 29608 IllC.
:
DORMIER Rapier Weaving Machine • FEHRER
Needle Looms, Web Forming, Needle Punching,
Tacking • BATSON " L itter-G itter" Industrial Suction
Cleaner • KNOTEX Warp Tying Machine . TATHAM Carding,
Crossing Folder • PLATT-LONGCLOSE Pressure Dyeing.
Batson
Yarn and. Fabrics Machinery
Home Office: Group, Inc.
BOX 3978 • GREENVILLE, S. C. 29608
The Leading Independent Bank
in Upstate South Carolina
Mill
SERVICE
DANK
CAROLINA NATIONAL *. BANK ** cares•>
[
EASLEY - LIBERTY - PENDLETON - CENTRAL Member FDIC
Danny Lundeen (66) OG
6-3 218 Sr.
Temple Terrace, Fla.
Dan McBride (95) DT
6-4 253 So.
Perry, N. Y.
Mike Mathews (12) TB
6-1 % 198 Jr.
Canton, N. C.
Al Murray (79) OT
6-2 235 So.
Tampa, Fla.
Raymond Nelson (9) DB
5-10 174 Jr.
Charleston, S. C.
Jim Ness (7) DB
5-9 1 75 So.
Daytona Beach, Fla.
Jack Palmer (91) DT
6-0 215 So.
Albany, Ga.
Ken Peeples (77) OT
6-2 240 So.
Timonium, Md.
Ken Pengitore (11) QB
5-10y2 200 Jr.
Haledon, N. J.
ARA-Slater's philosophy is a unique,
systematic approach designed to
achieve our most important goal:
STUDENT SATISFACTION. This concept
is a result of our experience with
millions of students. We have the
flexibility to understand your needs
and the capability to satisfy them.
At Clemson, ARA demonstrates
practical, new methods for providing
nourishing, well-balanced meals to
athletes, students and staff. Our
corporate and regional specialists
give ARA's dining service manager
expert advice in planning menus,
purchasing goods, controlling
waste, utilizing labor. The support
of this team effort is carried out
daily in Schilletter Hall and
Harcombe Commons, and at the Clemson
House Buffeteria. It is our desire
to serve students what they
want and to accommodate them
by providing this same
efficient service for special
events or festive holiday meals.
We're here to provide the type
of service that will benefit
the entire school and community.
THA T'S WHA T WE THINK A DINING
SERVICE IS ALL ABOUT.
your campus dining servia
A R A-SLATER
SCHOOL b COLLEGE
SERVICES
headqcarters nr
UANTITY UPS* DESCRIBE ITEM
PRICE
EACH
TOTAL
PRICE
"For delivery North of Kentucky and
Virginia and East of Mississippi River
add SI 5 00 For delivery in New York
City only add $20 00 For delivery to
states between Mississippi River and
Rocky Mountains add $22 00 For
delivery to Western States other than
Hawaii and Alaska add $27.00.
Add 4% S C. Sales Tax
To all shipments except Chairs
add $1 .00 per order to cover handling
TOTAL
ORDER FORM
Note chair orders require 7 days to ship. All other
orders within 24 hours of receipt
Ordered By.
Make Check or Money order payable to
Clemson Canteen Glttshop
me new ULtMbuiN lan i ttrxi uit- 1 •
SHOP has made gift shopping easy
Merely select the product (s) you desire,
complete the coupon and forward with
check to CLEMSON CANTEEN GIFT-
SHOP, Clemson University. Clemson,
S. C. 29631 With exception of chairs,
your order will be filled and shipped
within 24 hours after it arrives at our
CLEMSON CANTEEN GIFT SHOP
offices
PURRRFECT CLEMSON FURNITURE
Designed and manufactured by expert
North Carolina craftsmen, the Clemson
University armchair and rocker with
emblem are beautifully lacquered in
black and trimmed in antique gold to
blend with modern and conventional
home or office furnishings These func-
tional and comfortable chairs are avail-
able with either the Clemson SEAL or
the Tiger PAW Please specify which
emblem you prefer
UPS#1 — Rocker $ 38 00 plus""
UPS#2 — Arm Chair . $ 48.00 plus"
For delivery in Kentucky, Virginia and
other southern states east of Missis-
sippi add $7 50
CLEMSON GIFT SHOP CLOTHES
Children's short-sleeve T-SHIRTS' for
the leisure hours Size 2 thru 16
UPS#3 — PAW/Clemson — navy blue
with orange print $2.20
UPS#4 — Tiger with PAW Tracks —
white with orange print $2 00
Children's long-sleeve SWEAT SHIRT
Size 2 thru 16
UPS#5 — Marching Tiger — white with
orange print $2 95
UPS#6 — PAW/Clemson — orange with
white print $2 95
Baby Cover-Ups
UPS#7 — Tiger terry cloth bib $1.10
UPS#8 — Paw rubber baby pants $1 .20
UPS#9 — Clemson booties $2 20
Girls slip-over blouse Sizes S-M-L-XL
UPS#1 — Clemson block letters — lav-
ender or bone $3 95
Adult football |ersey Sized for pads
S-M-L Unbleached.
UPS#11 — Clemson and number —
white with orange print Order size
smaller than normal $4 95
Adult football jersey. Sizes S-M-L-XL
UPS#12 — Clemson and number —
orange with white print/collar $4 95
UPS#13 — Beautiful double-knit orange
tie with white PAW $7 50
(not shown)
Adult short sleeve T-SHIRT for leisure.
Sizes S-M-L-XL
UPS#14 — Clemson — White with Blue
Trim $2.50
Adult short sleeve T-SHIRT. Sizes
S-M-L-XL
UPSH15 — Clemson PAW — available in
navy, orange, oxford and lavender
$2.25
Adult long sleeve SWEAT SHIRT.
Sizes S-M-L-XL
JPS#16 — Clemson Seal — available in
orange, navy or powder blue Avail-
able at $3.50 each in short
sleeves $3.75
Adult long sleeve SWEAT SHIRT for
recreation hours Sizes S-M-L-XL
UPS#17 — PAW — Orange with white
print $3.75
Adult long sleeve SWEAT SHIRT.
Sizes S-M-L-XL
UPS#18 — Tiger/PAW — white with
orange print $3 75
Adult tank top Sizes S-M-L-XL
UPS#19 — Clemson — light blue/navy
trim $2-80
Adult gym shorts Sizes 24 thru 42
UPS#20 — Clemson — white/navy
stripe side $2 25
After all the games you ve been to —
where it rained, was too hot or to cold
— don't you think you should go pre-
pared when the forecast is doubtful
Order now, and enjoy every game in
comfort
UPS#21 — STADIUM BLANKET -
heavy, blue/orange printing . .$1 1.95
COACHES JACKET — Sizes S-M-L-XL
(Drawstring)
UPS#22A — Clemson / unlined /
navy $8.95
UPS#22B — Light lining/navy $12 50
UPS#22C — Heavy lining/navy $15 95
UPS#23A — PAW/unhned/orange$8 95
UPS#23B — PAW/unhned/navy in sizes
6-8/10-12/14-16 only $8 50
Back at home, two great, washable
throw Rugs provide additional color
UPS&24 — 31" x 33" orange shaped
PAW Rug $5.95
UPS#25 — 32" x 46" stalking Tiger
Wall Rug $19 95
Add 4% S C. Sales Tax
To all shipments except Chairs
add SI 00 per order to cover handling
TOTAL
Note chair orders require 7 days to ship. All other
orders within 24 hours ot receipt.
Ordered By.
We are pleased you are reading the
FIRST advertisement from our new
mail order Clemson Canteen Gittshop.
Notice how we are offering only use-
ful and distinctive gifts for your selec-
tions—the kind ot gifts people always
appreciate. When you return home,
use the coupon to order in advance for
those special gift giving occasions
that seem to come up unexpectedly.
Pennants — Order Several
Colortul. Decorative. Tiger PAW or
Clemson Seal Felt Pennants
UPSK30 — 9" X 24" Tiger Head
Pennant $1 95
12" X 30" Tiger Head Pennant $2 95
UPSK31 — 9" X24" PAW Pennant $1 50
12" X 30" PAW Pennant SI 95
7" X 18" PAW Pennant S1 30
Wall Plaque
UPS»32 — 8" X 11" Tiger 3-D Wood
Plaque S9 95
Emblems
UPS#33 — 3" X4" Clemson Embroidered
SI 00
UPS»34 — 3" Round Clemson
Embroidered 95
Suit Valet
UPS035 — Orange Vinyl with Clemson/
Tiger head S2.25
Purrrfect Golfing Gifts
Regardless of their handicap, every
golfer likes to use TOP quality material
A Clemson golf gift meets all pro-type
standards.
UPS#36 PAW GOLF CAP with (ront
Brim (adjustable strap for all sizes)
S6.50
orange and white emblem (not
shown)
UPS#37 PAW roll-up GOLF CAP with
total brim — white with orange PAW
Sizes Available 6'/8 , 7, 7>/e , 7%,
7%, 7'/2 $4.50
UPS#38 — Uniprom PAW Liquid Center
Balls $12.00 doz.
UPSS39 — PAW Solid Center Balls
Jewe i ry $10.00 doz
Colorful Clemson University jewelry
has been custom designed for your
Giftshop selection. Available in silver
or gold finish, any one piece makes an
excellent GIFT for yourself or friends.
UPS#40 — PAW Ear Rings $9 00
UPS#41 — PAW Charm $5 00
UPS#42 — PAW Tie Tack $4.95
UPS#43 — PAW Cuff Links $6 95
Purrrfect Clemson Table or Bar
Accessories
These bold Ceramic mugs, impressive
PAW tankards, and sparkling pieces
of glassware will enhance any "after
the game" table or bar setting. Proudly
"raised on high" for generations, each
still makes an ideal gift for special
occasions.
UPS»44 — 12 oz. PAW Highball Glass
(Set of Six) $6 75
UPS#45 — 13 oz PAW Old Fashion
Glass $1 50
UPS#46 - 16 oz PAW Glass Tankard
$2 00
UPS«47 — 10 oz Clemson/PAW crest
Metal Tankard S3 95
UPS#48 — 16 oz. Clemson/PAW crest
Metal Tankard $5 95
UPS«49 - 16 oz PAW Barren Mug
$2.80
UPS#50 - 16 oz TIGER Head Mug
$3.00
UPS#51 — 16 oz Clemson Seal Mug
S3 00
UPS»52-16oz PAWMug S3 00
UPS#53 — 8oz TIGER Glass (Plastic)-
(Tube of 25) S3 00
Customized Ash Trays provide that
little added touch of thoughtfulness
for the smokers around you
UPS»54 — For Big Smokers - 7" X 9"
Ceramic Littleiohn Coliseum S2 25
UPS»55 — For Average Smokers - 5" X 7"
Ceramic Flat - PAW S1 70
UPS«56 — For Average Smokers - 5"
diameter Ceramic PAW $1 70
UPS»57 — For Average Smokers - 5'
diameter metal PAW $2 25
UPS«58 — For Drop-In Smokers - 1"
Ceramic (Set of four) $1 40
UPS«59 — For Pipe Smokers - 5" X 6"
ceramic deep PAW $4 95
John Price (70) DT Marion Reeves (38) DB John Rhodes (30) LB Tommy Richardson (40) DB Smiley Sanders (23) TB
6-3 245 Sr. 6-1 186 Jr. 6-1 218 Jr. 5-10 165 Jr. 6-1 195 Jr.
Martin, S. C. Irmo, S. C. Franklin Lakes, N. J. Monroe, Ga. Central, S. C.
David Sasser (20) OE Eddie Seigler (3) PK PatShealy (28) DB Bob Shell (81) OE JeffSiepe (42) DB
6-3 190 Jr. 6-0 173 Sr. 6-0 187 Sr. 6-1 '/^ 188 Sr. 6-1 185 Sr.
Savannah, Ga. Greenwood, S. C. Graniteville, S. C. Atlanta, Ga. Wayne, N. J.
Eddie Sink (26) OE
6-4 193 Sr.
Charleston, S. C.
Jeff Stocks (80) DE
6-2 195 Jr.
New Bern, N. C.
David Thomas (10) FLK
5-9 185 Jr.
Palmetto, Fla.
Henry Walters (41)
5-9 183 Sr.
Anderson, S. C.
Jay Washington (24) TB
6-1 190 Jr.
Charleston, S. C.
Mike Webber (93) OE
6-3 202 So.
Greenwood, S. C.
Walter West (65) OG
6-1 228 Jr.
Easley, S. C.
Jimmy Williamson (52) LB
6-1 195 So.
Walterboro, S. C.
Frank Wirth (67) DT
6-2 225 Sr.
Schnecksville, Pa.
While you re here for the game-
See the Storyof Energy
You'll actually live the exciting
story of energy from the dawn
of man to the Nuclear Age. See
how nuclear power works. Free
Admission. Open daily 9 to 5;
Sundays 1 2 to 6. Don't miss this
educational and entertaining
display.
For more details, pick up a folder
at Clemson House or Holiday Inn.
Duke Power
KEOWEE-TOXAWAY
VISITORS CENTER
KEOWEE-TOXAWAY
VISITORS CENTER
/ o
Reservoir!
/ ~
T
Anderson
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY is in this business of quality
education . . . and it s in it from A to Z. From
rchitecture and iochemistry to Ceramics and airy
science . . . from engineering and orestry to eology
and orticulture. From ndustrial management and
_et propulsion to inetics and iterature . . . from
Medical technology and ursing . . .
Outdoor recreation management and
:re-medicine to Quantitative analysis
and ussian . . . from cience teach-
ing and Textiles, ^ranology and
Vector analysis to ater resources
engineering and -ray techniques and
from ellow root research to loology.
PHOTOS-COURTESY OF TAPS
Your gift to the Clemson Alumni Fund
literally touches every phase of educa-
tion at Clemson. The Alumni Fund year
is JANUARY I through DECEMBER 31
Make your annual investment today in
the full amount you can afford for
EDUCATION at work and at its best.
i
CLEMSON ^VLXTHVEISri ASSOCIATION CLEMSON
TTTsTT"V7" M ! P ffTTV
IPTAY Educates Student Athletes
It was organized in 1934 to support the athletic
program at Clemson. And since that time, IPTAY has
blossomed into what is probably the finest collegiate
booster club in America today.
The late Dr. Ruppert H. (Rube) Fike is responsible for
IPTAY's beginning that first year. His thought was being
churned around when the Tigers were at one of their
lowest depths of football. Clemson had won only seven
games while losing 17 and tieing five in three years.
The beginning of IPTAY was an adrenaline to football
and the initial success experienced was more than antici-
pated. For the next eight seasons, the football teams had
break even or better records. And the sixth year after
IPTAY was born, the Tigers went to their first post-
season bowl game.
IPTAY was organized - and it still functions in the same
manner today - with one purpose in mind, that is, to finance
athletic scholarships at Clemson. Not one single penny
contributed during the past 39 years has been used for any
other purpose. And all contributions are tax deductible.
But no one imagined, not even Dr. Fike, that IPTAY
would expand in the manner that it stands today. For the
past eight years, contributions to IPTAY have exceeded
each previous year. And the year which ended August 31st
was by far the biggest ever.
Previous to Sept. 1, 1972, the officers and directors of
IPTAY proposed the largest goal ever in the history of
the organization when $500,000 was decided as the
amount needed to give Clemson a well rounded athletic
program. As the 38th year of IPTAY closed, the officers
and directors were pleased to announce that $513,470 had
been contributed an excellent testimony by alumni and
friends of Clemson to their faith in the athletic program at
Clemson.
A new year the 39th began Sept. 1st. IPTAY will
continue to provide funds for student-athletes seeking an
education which might be impossible otherwise.
During this past year a new category in IPTAY was
begun, that being the Scholarship Donor. Twenty indi-
viduals or firms have donated $2,000 each in their name
to be designated as an IPTAY Scholarship Donor.
In addition, 22 have contributed $1,000 or more, 81
$500 and 312 at least $250. In 1966, the $100 Gold Card
was started and this year there were 1,879 who made gifts
of at least $100.
However, the strength and backbone of the organization
is in the 7,267 people who are regular IPTAY members of
at least $20. These figures add up to give [PTAY the banner
year that it has had during its 38th year of service to
Clemson's athletic program.
While football was to be the main beneficiary of
IPTAY funds, Clemson's other athletic teams have also
benefited from the program. Conference championships
have been won in football, baseball, basketball and tennis,
not to mention the numerous Ail-American and all-
conference honors won by individuals.
IPTAY means an investment in the future. Its yearly
stream of "alumni" are the leaders of tomorrow.
Kentucky Fried Chicken
CLEMSON SENECA
BUCKET
The Colonel's
famous bucket
of "finger lickin'
good" chicken
and special
fixm's. Serves
5-7 people
THREATTMAXWELL
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
1008 East North St. P. O. Box 5477
Greenville, South Carolina 29606
Telephone: (803) 242-5770
Lewis F. Holmes, IPTAY President F. E. Hughes, Jr., IPTAY Vice Pres.
Director, District IV
George G. Poole, Jr., IPTAY Sec.-Treas.
Director, District VI
B. K. Chreitzberg
Director, District I
Grover Henry
Director, District 1
1
Philip C. Chapped, Jr.
Director, District 1 1
1
F. Reeves Gressette, Jr.
Director, District V
S. C. McMeekin
Director-At- Large
A. U. Priester, Jr.
Director-At- Large
J. Garner Bagnal
Director-At- Large
IPTAY ORGANIZATION— District I
B. K. Chreitzberg, Director— District I
304 Whitehall Road
Anderson, S. C. 29621
ABBEVILLE COUNTY
Phil Rosenberg, Chairman
Charles B. Murphy
M. Earle Williamson
ANDERSON COUNTY
S. T. King, Chairman
R. A. Aull
Victor G. Chapman
R. Carol Cook
Joe B. Davenport
Dr. James P. Hentz
Dr. C. Patrick Killen
Percy C. Osteen, Jr.
A. R. Ramseur
Robert G. Sharpe
Chris Suber
William T. Yarborough
GREENWOOD COUNTY
Robert L. McCord, Chairman
Dr. F. Erwin Abell, Jr.
Johnson Craig
Robert M. Erwin, Jr.
W. K. Fooshe, Jr.
Nevit Y. Johnson
J. R. Werts
McCORMICK COUNTY
T. R. McAbee, Chairman
T. C. Faulkner, Jr.
OCONEE COUNTY
Roy Adams
Arthur Nuttall, Jr.
PICKENS COUNTY
James V. Patterson, Chairman
Dr. R. C. Edwards
Dr. Tom C. Lynch, Jr.
Col. Samuel T. McDowell
R. W. Moorman
Dr. Max G. Ratchford
Joseph A. West
Gil Rushton
Floyd M. Hunt
Charles E. Dalton
Gordon S. Davis
William C. Singleton
IPTAY ORGANIZATION-DISTRICT II
Grover Henry, Director— District II
715 Dupree Drive
Spartanburg, S. C. 29302
CHEROKEE COUNTY
W. R. Poole, Chairman
Dr. T. A. Campbell
Henry L. Buchanan
R. S. Campbell
John M. Hamrick, Jr.
Wiley Hamrick
Clarence J. (Tiger) Huffstetler
W. E. Lipscomb
William T. McClure, Jr.
E. Raymond Parker
GREENVILLE COUNTY
J. G. Miller, Jr., Chairman
Harry G. Batson
Charles A. Bryan, Jr.
Henry Elrod
Joe D. Gibson
Joel W. Gray. Ill
Richard H. Ivester
Henry M. Lee
John R. Longshore
Seabrook L. Marchant
Robert B. McCorkle
G. D. "Doc" Morgan
William H. Orders
George M. Plyler
C. Evans Putman
John G. Slattery
J. Harold Townes, Jr.
Jim Vissage
S. Gray Walsh
Kermit Watson
Frederic W. "Buddy" Wenck
David Wilkins
Miles F. Bruce
E. Richard Taylor, Jr.
William T. Worth
T. C. Atkinson, Jr., Director
W. G. Deschamps, Jr., Director
Dr. R. C. Edwards, Director
Harper Gault, Director
Dr. G. J. Lawhon, Jr., Director
Calhoun Lemon, Director
Chris Suber, Director
W. H. Taylor, Director
Marshall Walker, Director
LAURENS COUNTY
Cecil P. Roper, Chairman
T. Health Copeland
W. Brooks Owens
Dr. N. Carl Wessenger
Ra.ph C. Prater
Joseph R. Adair
Charles W. Bussey, Jr.
Robert M. Erwin
H. M. Faris
Gray Hipp, Jr.
Hugh F. Morgan, Jr.
SPARTANBURG COUNTY
W. M. Manning, Jr., Chairman
Wilbur K. Hammett
Marvin C. Robinson, Jr.
T. R. Adams, Jr.
John Brady, Jr.
T. C. Breazeale, Jr., Alumni Pres.
Ex-Officio Director
G. H. Aull, Jr., Alumni Past Pres.
Ex-Officio Director
Coach Frank Howard
Bill McLellan
Athletic Director
Gene Willimon
IPTAY Executive Secretary
A. B. Bullington, Jr.
William M. Cooper
John B. Cornwell, Jr.
Jack Cribb
Kenneth Cribb
John Easterling, Jr.
Judge Bruce Foster
Harry H. Gibson
A. P. Kerchmar
Dr. C. B. "Buddy" Lesesne
Crayton McCown
Phil Prince
Robert L. Stoddard
UNION COUNTY
Harold E. Blackwell, Chairman
Hunter S. Harris, Jr.
B. E. Kirby, Jr.
W. B. Shedd
IPTAY ORGANIZATION-DISTRICT III
Philip C. Chappell, Jr., Director— District III
900 Elwood Avenue
Columbia, S. C. 29201
AIKEN COUNTY
H. O. Weeks, Chairman
William R. Alexander
William J. Coleman
E. Hines Hamilton
James W. Padgett
J. Tom Shell
Leonard D. Swearingen
Alan M. Tewkesbury, III
Dr. Charlie W. Timmerman
F. A. Townsend, Jr.
Lawrence D. Sherer, Jr.
James L. Walpole
EDGEFIELD COUNTY
E. O. Dukes, Jr., Chairman
J. B. Herlong, Vice-Chairman
Joe F. Anderson
Whit Gilliam
David Dukes
Clyde M. Smith
Lewis F. Holmes
LEXINGTON COUNTY
Dave H. Caughman, Chairman
James Tracy Childers
W. H. Taylor
T. A. Henry
H. Ralph Corley
W. Craig Jumper
James A. Compton
NEWBERRY COUNTY
Earle Bedenbaugh, Chairman
Clifford T. Smith
Joe W. Mayer
Clarence W. Senn
Lyon C. Fellers
J. H. Simpson, Jr.
RICHLAND COUNTY
Philip C. Chappell, Jr., Chairman
George I. Alley
Jack W. Brunson
William B. Clinton, Jr.
Bruce Finley
William E. Hair
Col. George B. Herndon
Gen. Charles H. Hollis
Virgil F. Linder, Jr.
S. C. McMeekin
Walter Dave Merry, III
Henry M. Simons, Jr.
John B. Smith, Jr.
E. Ralph Wessinger, Sr.
John T. Wingard
B. C. Inabinet, Jr.
SALUDA COUNTY
James A. Derrick, Chairman
J. W. Riser, Vice-Chairman
Alfred B. Coleman
Ted Coleman
Benjamin H. Herlong
Kenneth Yarbrough
Tom C. Wright
IPTAY ORGANIZATION-DISTRICT IV
F. E. Hughes, Jr., Director— District IV
P. O. Box 117
Winnsboro, S. C. 29180
CHESTER COUNTY
J. B. Bankhead, Chairman
F. E. Abell
George R. Fleming
J. A. White
Ed Lindsay
Edward C. Abell
CHESTERFIELD COUNTY
James H. Hoover, Chairman
Claude B. Her, Jr.
James C. Stone
J. C. Willis
DARLINGTON COUNTY
Dr. G. J. Lawhon, Jr., Chairma
William B. McCown, III
Harry McDonald
Dr. M. B. Nickles, Jr.
Bill M. Reaves
J. Wilton Carter
Dennis Yarborough
FAIRFIELD COUNTY
F. E. Hughes, Jr., Chairman
Louis M. Boulware
J. K. Coleman
Edward M. Crawford
Harold R. Jones
KERSHAW COUNTY
J. F. Watson, Chairman
C. Carlyle Jackson
Crawford E. Sanders, III
G. P. Lachicotte
LANCASTER COUNTY
Garrett J. Mobley
W. P. Clyburn
Marion D. Lever, Jr.
W. Olin Small
LEE COUNTY
W. G. DesChamps, Jr.
Don R. McDaniel, Sr.
MARLBORO COUNTY
C. E. Calhoun, Chairman
F. A. Spencer
C. S. McLaurin
YORK COUNTY
Aquille M. Hand, Jr., Chairman
G. Cleve M i Her
J. C. Pearce
W. F. G ilmore
Harper Gault
E. M. "Buck" George
Doug P. Herlong
W. T. Jenk i ns, Jr.
Kenneth Michael Kirkpatrick
J. C. Rhea, Jr.
Marshall Walker
John K. Benfield, Jr.
W. F. Harper
IPTAY ORGANIZATION-DISTRICT V
F. Reeves Gressette, Jr., Director— District V
P. O. Box 614
Orangeburg, S. C. 291 15
ALLENDALE COUNTY
Wiley D. Crum
Don Carlos Sharp, 1 1
1
BAMBERG COUNTY
Claude McCain, Chairman
Charles P. McMillan
R. Herman Rice
BARNWELL COUNTY
Walter A. Holcombe
Calhoun Lemon
Grover C. Kennedy, Jr.
Norman M. Smith, II
BEAUFORT COUNTY
Henry Chambers
BERKELEY COUNTY
W. Henry Thornley
CALHOUN COUNTY
William H. Bull
Lawrence M. Gressette, Jr.
CHARLESTON COUNTY
Salvador V. Sottile, Chairman
W. R. Bailey
Archie E. Baker
Dreher Gaskin
Coleman G laze
Aubrey J. "Buddy" Gore, Jr.
William A. Grant
James M. Kennedy
William C. Kennerty
Ralph K ing
Samuel W. McConnell
Dr. H. J. N imitz
Hans F. Paul
Carl S. Pulkinen
Paul Quattlebaum, Jr.
Walter A. Renken, Jr.
A. B. Schirmer, Jr.
Van Noy Thornhill
COLLETON COUNTY
J. Ryan White, Jr., Chairman
W. R. Carter
B. George Price, 1 1
1
Edward J. Werntz, Jr.
H. D. Byrd
DORCHESTER COUNTY
Clifford Monroe Henley
Tom Salisbury
HAMPTON COUNTY
David B. Gohagan
W. A. Lawton
Dr. Jerry Frank Crews
William F. Speights
JASPER COUNTY
J. D. O'Quinn
ORANGEBURG COUNTY
F. Reeves Gressette, Jr., Chairman
Jack G. Vallentine
J. M. Russell, Jr.
Lenaire Wolfe
David L. G lenn
CLARENDON COUNTY
Theodore B. Gardner, Chairman
Lawrence I. Gibbons
H. B. Rickenbaker
IPTAY ORGANIZATION-DISTRICT VI
George C. Poole, Jr., Director- District VI
P. O. Box 541
Mullins, S. C. 29574
DILLON COUNTY
W. Gordon Lynn, Chairman
Charles F. Carmichael
Charles G. Lucius, Jr.
FLORENCE COUNTY
John Lunn, Co-Chairman
L. M. Coleman, Jr., Co-Chairman
Mr. & Mrs. Rufus Brown
L. Chapped Jones
Wilbur O. Powers
Bobby J. Watford
James W. K ing
Edward L. Young
Frank A. Douglass, Jr.
Leland Finklea, Jr.
Dr. H. A. Jordan
John G. Rose
GEORGETOWN COUNTY
John C. Heinemann, Chairman
Yank Barrineau
Sam M. Harper
Col. Prentiss Ward, Ret.
A. H. "Doc" Lachicotte, Jr.
GEORGIA
A. U. Priester, Jr., LaGrange
Mickey Earl Reeves, Athens
Howard E. Hord, Atlanta
Will L. Kindard, Atlanta
John L. Murray, Jr., Augusta
Thomas E. Peterson, Macon
Andrew P. Calhoun, Savannah
B. F. Pearson, Savannah
NORTH CAROLINA
J. Garner Bagnal, Statesville
Eddie N. Dalton, Asheville
Garry C. "Flip" Phillips, Asheville
Manley E. W r ignt , Asheville
W. B. Croxton, Burlington
M. Riggs Goodman, Burlington
James B. Foster, Charlotte
Edgar L. Miller, Jr., Charlotte
Charles N. Wyatt, Jr., Charlotte
Dr. Joe B. Godfrey, Forest City
Col. J. L. Edmonds, Greensboro
Frank T. Roberts, Greensboro
Z. K. Kelley, Henderson
Pete Folsom, Hendersonville
Tom R. Morris, Jr., Hickory
Charles J. Glenn, Lexington
George A. Hutto, Jr., Mooresville
W. D. Moss, Jr., Mooresville
W. H. Spencer, Jr., Mooresville
Dr. T. G. Westmoreland, Shelby
Dr. C. R. Swearingen, Jr., Smithfield
Roberts. Bonds, Statesville
J. H. Abrams, Winston-Salem
Don Kirkpatrick, Winston-Salem
Arthur Thomas, Winston-Salem
IPTAY REPRESENTATIVES AT-LARGE
Capt. Frank J. Jervey, Clemson
Hoke Sloan, Clemson
R. R. "Red" Ritchie, Clemson
R. T. Cathey, Dallas, Texas
B. M. Hutto, Clemson
HORRY COUNTY
R. G. Horton, Chairman
Mrs. Edward L. Proctor
S. F. Horton
William D. Anderson, Jr.
Thomas James Bell, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. James P. Creel
Archie S. Dargan, Jr.
Bob Spann
MARION COUNTY
T. C. Atkinson, III, Chairman
Robert G. Mace
T. C. Atkinson, Jr.
Duncan C. Mclntyre
John H. Holt
SUMTER COUNTY
T. O. Bowen, Sr., Chairman
E. Mac DuBose
William B. Boyle
W. T. Fort, Jr.
Robert L. Wilder
WILLIAMSBURG COUNTY
John J. Snow, Jr., Chairman
Dr. W. C. Cottingham
W. H. Cox
A. C. Swails
OTHER STATES
J. V. Roberts
Albertsville, Ala.
O. Romaine Smith
Birmingham, Ala.
Douglas C. Edwards
Huntsville, Ala.
Frank H. Inabnit, Jr.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Leon R. Young
Winter Park, Fla.
Carol F. Bessent
Baltimore, Md.
P. B. Leverette
Winchester, Mass.
Emerson E. Andrishok
Summit, N. J.
L. J. Hendrix, Jr.
Westfield, N. J.
Benjamin K. Sharp
Cleveland, Tenn.
John C. Shapre
Germantown, Tenn.
Harry W. Smith
Kingsport, Tenn.
Thomas C. "Buck" Breazeale, Jr.
Knoxville, Tenn.
James C. Furman
Brentwood, Tenn.
Robert P. Corker
Signal Mountain, Tenn.
Davis T. Moorhead
Annandale, Va.
Col. David C. Rogers
Vienna, Va.
FOREIGN
W. Lindsay Wylie
London, England
McMeekin Priester Bagnal Atkinson DesChamps Edwards
cx o
Gault Lawhon Lemon Suber Taylor Walker Breazeale Aull Howard McLellan Willimon
Head coach Tates Locke, kneeling, with his three-man staff
of, from left to right. Cliff Malpass, George Hill and Bill
Clendinen.
Wavne Croft Dave Ansel
Things are looking up lor Clemson basketball as Tates Locke enters his
third year at the Tiger helm.
The young cage coach has four starters returning from last year's unit
headed by 6-1 1 Dave Angel ( 1 3.9) and 6-7 Mike Browning ( 1 1 .9).
Other starters back include 6-0 Terrell Suit (1 1.2) and MVP Bud Martin
(6.4).
Locke has four fine performers advancing from the 1971-72 Cub team
that was 13-3 on the year with 6-3 Van Gregg (23.7) and 6-10 Wayne
Croft ( 18.2) both expected to be in the running for a starting role.
Also in contention for a starters berth are Anderson JC transfer Jeff
Reisinger, a 6-6 forward who chipped in 19 points per game a year ago.
and 6-1 Ron DiPasquale and 6-8 Marty Patterson.
DiPasquale. from Pace College, and Patterson, from The Citadel,
transferred to Clemson last year and had to sit out the season.
It looks to be an exciting year at Tigertown during the 72-73 cage year
with such teams as NIT champ Maryland and NIT runnerup Niagara
playing in Littlejohn Coliseum along with the other powers of the rugged
Atlantic Coast Conference and some fine outside competition.
1972-73 TIGER BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
GEORGIA TECH HOME
Davidson Away **
Furman Away
PRESBYTERIAN HOME
Villanova Away
KENT STATE HOME
Poinsettia Classic Away ***
(Clemson, Furman, Pepperdine, Texas)
NIAGARA HOME
MARYLAND HOME
*North Carolina Away
*Duke Away
St. John's Away
*N.C. STATE HOME
THE CITADEL HOME
"•VIRGINIA HOME
Georgia Tech Away
STETSON HOME
*N.C. State Away **
*North Carolina Away **
*WAKE FOREST HOME
*Maryland Away
*Virginia Away
*Wake Forest Away
*DUKE HOME
ACC Tournament Away ****
*Denotes Atlantic Coast Conference Game
** Means played at Charlotte, N.C.
*** Means played at Greenville, S.C.
**** Means played at Greensboro, N.C.
28 -29
Bud Martin Ron DiPasquale Mike Browning Van Gregg
OF CLEMSON
P. O. BOX 512
CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA 2963
(803) 654-4450
I LTLTU I
THE WORLD'S
INNKEEPER
DELUXE LUNCHEON BUFFET
Served Daily Except Saturday
180 BEAUTIFUL GUEST ROOMS
Meeting, Banquet and Convention Facilities To
Accommodate Groups From 25 to 450. Boating,
Skiing, and Swimming On Lake Hartwell
EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE:
Blackboards
Easels
Movie Screen
Background Music
Display Tables
Card Tables
ALL ROOMS AIR CONDITIONED
Microphones
Rheostat Lighting
Podium
Lectern
220 V Outlets
OUR FACILITIES AVAILABLE FOR:
Business Meetings Wedding Receptions
Sales Seminars Fashion Shows
Conventions Anniversaries
Clubs and Organizations Bar Mitzvahs
Dinner - Dances Showers
Luncheons Card Parties
Christmas Parties Private Parties
CALL OR WRITE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
BUILDERS OF
GRASSTEX and LAYKOLD TENNIS COURTS
GRASSTEX and CHEVRON 440 RUNNING TRACKS
PAVERITE INC.
P. 0. BOX 1111
KNOXVILLE, TENN.
PHONE (615-577-0421)
mm
Phone 577-0421
KNOXVILLE, TENN.
StromThurmond . .
.
In Step
With
theTimes
Want a good listener? Drop a line to your Senior Senator. Speaking on high school and college campuses
throughout the country, he studies student opinion and listens to their ideas, problems and aspirations.
Strom Thurmond, a man of deep convictions, welcomes new ideas and constantly looks ahead.
To provide students with the opportunity to learn first hand the operations of their Government, each
year he employs about 100 young South Carolinians as interns in his Washington office. In addition, this
year over 80 needy students were provided educational opportunities through scholarships established by him.
Strom Thurmond is busy working for South Carolina. paid political advertisement
\Kenneth N. Vickery
Clemson Athletic Council
Kenneth N. Vickery, Chairman
W. J. Lanham, Secretary
Robert W. Moorman
J. V. Reel, Jr.
Joe L. Young
Joel V. Brawley, Jr.
Thomas D. Efland
T. C. Breazeale, Jr.
President, Alumni Association
George H. Aull, Jr.
Immediate Past President
Alumni Association
Lewis D. Holmes
President, 1PTAY
T. C. Atkinson, Jr.
Immediate Past President, IPTAY
Ernest B. Rogers, Jr.
President, Faculty Senate
W. Thomas Lavender
President, Student Senate
Bob Bosler
President, Block "C" Club
OUR DEEP
APPRECIATION .
.
To the following automobile dealers in South
Carolina and Georgia who have furnished cars to
members of the Clemson Athletic Department coach-
ing staff for use on official business.
Marion Burnside Motors
Columbia, S. C.
Guy Motors
Anderson, S. C.
George Coleman Motors
Travelers Rest, S. C.
Satcher Motor Co.
Aiken, S. C.
Connell Chevrolet, Inc.
Anderson, S. C.
Judson T. Minyaxd, Inc.
Greenville, S. C.
Crane Chevrolet Co.
Easley, S. C.
Jim Moore Cadillac & Olds
Columbia, S. C.
Sullivan Motor Co., Inc.
Anderson, S. C.
John F'ostcr Motors
Easley, S. C.
Fairway Ford, Inc.
Greenville, S. C.
Winnsboro Motor Sales Co., Inc.
Winnsboro, S. C.
Tates Locke's
BASKETBALL CAMP
Located on
Clemson University's Beautiful Campus
4 Great Sessions for Young Men ($95 per wk.):
June 3—June 9; June 10—June 16;
June 1 7—June 23; June 24—June 30
2 Great Sessions for Young Women ($80 per wk.):
August 5-August 1 1 ; August 1 2-August 1
8
"The emphasis is on individual improvement in the
fundamental skills of basketball"
for more information write:
TIGER BASKETBALL CAMP
BOX 31, CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
CLEMSON, S. C. 29631
OR CALL 654-5502
Application Form
NAME
.
ADDRESS.
TELEPHONE.
AGE -HEIGHT-SHIRT SIZE .
WEEK PREFERENCE
Clemson Athletic Department S25 Deposit Must Accompany Application
ACC Football Officials
The Atlantic Coast Conference assigns its football officials
through the Supervisor of Officials, Norvall Neve. Listed below,
by officiating position, are the names, school attended and
hometown of the 46 regularly-assigned officials of the
conference:
REFEREES:
Robert R. Carpenter (Duke), Belmont, N. C.
Wilburn Clary (South Carolina), Winston-Salem, N. C.
Robert Cooper (Johns Hopkins), Baltimore, Md.
W. R. (Bill) Cummings (unattached), Columbia, S. C.
Carl Dean (Duke), Charlottesville, Va.
Ernest Hackney (North Carolina), Wilson, N. C.
Art Hodges (Wichita), Winston-Salem, N. C.
Dayle Phillips (Wake Forest), Raleigh, N. C.
Vincent Price (Charleston), Gaffney, S. C.
Donald Safrit (Lenoir Rhyne), Raleigh, N. C.
William Simpson (South Carolina), Columbia, S. C.
UMPIRES:
V. E. Baugh (Clemson), Orangeburg, S. C.
Tom Chambers (Duke), Winston-Salem, N. C.
Bradley Faircloth (Duke), Greensboro, N. C.
Clark Gaston (Clemson), Greenville, S. C.
Milton Hines (Guilford), Elkin, N. C.
Donald McDonnell (Baltimore JC), Baltimore, Md.
Ray Moore (U. S. Maritime), Columbia, S. C.
Clifton Noble (East Carolina), Bristol, Va.
LINESMEN:
Richard Carrington (Virginia) Lynchburg, Va.
Hugh Currin (Wake Forest), Oxford, N. C.
A. B. Elliott (Virginia Tech), Alexandria, Va.
Paul Girolamo (Cornell), Wyoming, Pa.
Thomas Harris (Duke), Charlotte, N. C.
William Jamerson (Virginia Tech), Appomattox, Va.
M. E. McClenny (unattached), Goldsboro, N. C.
George Manning (Georgia Tech), Gastonia, N. C.
Richard Tyndall (North Carolina), Chapel Hill, N. C.
FIELD JUDGES:
Joseph Carroll (Georgetown), Baltimore, Md.
Nelvin (Nellie) Cooper (Elon), Cary, N. C.
William Davis (Duke), Wilson, N. C.
Mark Kane (Clemson), Charlotte, N. C.
William Luper (Guilford), Greensboro, N. C.
Raymond (Bo) Menton (Loyola), Ellicott City, Md.
Jimmy Rosser (Auburn), Martinsville, Va.
William Smith (Western Carolina), Raleigh, N. C.
BACK JUDGES:
Earl Barnett (Virginia), Charlottesville, Va.
Wallace W. Burke (Elon), Raleigh, N. C.
Richard Ellis (Atlantic Christian), Charlotte, N. C.
Tommy Hunt (North Carolina), Durham, N. C.
Grady Ray (Newberry), Columbia, S. C.
Gil Rushton (Clemson), Easley, S. C.
Robert (Bob) Sandell (Johns Hopkins), Charlottesville, Va.
Robert Shoaf (Guilford), Winston-Salem, N. C.
Richard Vollmer (Memphis State), Greensboro, N. C.
Weldon Waites (South Carolina), Columbia, S. C.
New Signals
7. Personal Foul 11. Illegal Use of
Hands and Arms
29. Blocking Below 30. Touching A Forward
the Waist Pass or Scrimmage Kick
The above signals appear for the first time in the Official
Rules Books and Manuals.
CONCESSION PRICES
Cigarettes 45^
Cigars 15^
Matches 1^
Candy 10^
Gum 10«S
Peanuts 10^
Peanutbutter Crackers 10^
Hot Dog 35<f
Drinks 25<t
Potato Chips 1 0^
Aspirin 35^
Cup of ice 10^
Souvenir Prices
Buttons $1.00
Pennants 1.25
Bobbie Dolls 1.50
Party Poppers 20
Balloons 50
Tiger Top Hats 2.00
Tiger Hats and Tarns 1.50
Sun Visors 35
Batons 1.00
Porky Hats 1.25
6" Buttons 1.00
Men's Raincoats 1 .50
Ladies' Raincoats 1 .50
Hat Covers 75
Shakers 75
Football Players 1 .00
Footballs 1.00
Stadium Cushions 1 .25 & 2.00
On the field, in the mill or laboratory the game plan is the
same—meeting the challenge with a new idea, technique or
twist to established methods.
This is the concept that has sparked the go and grow of
Sandoz Colors & Chemicals; and, why we spell Innovation
with a capital "I". The successful completion of this plan
demands know-how, team-work, stamina and the will-to-win.
Just as assuredly as you see these qualities in your team, you
will also see them in Sandoz Colors & Chemicals.
Join a winning team.
Specify Sandoz . . . keep pace
Qflimni (Mrs B
Charlotte, North Carolina; Hudson, Massachusetts;
East Hanover, New Jersey; Los Angeles, California;
Atlanta, Georgia; Chicago (Berkeley), Illinois

